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Fast Visual Application Development
for 0S/2 and D82
If you're looking for fast and easy application

development for OS/2, then take a look at the awardwinning Watcom VX•RExx visual development
environment. VX •RExx lets you build applications to
exploit the graphical user interface, multi-threading,
and multi-processing power of OS/2. VX •RExx
Client/Server Edition gives you the added power to
access DB2 or other database systems, manipulate the
data, and chart the results at lightning speed.
"We like VX•REXX. Using it for development feels like -;_ ,__ .. _ ..
driving a Porsche: it's fast, it's compact, everything's
in the right place, and it makes us look good, too."
Peter Coffee, PC WEEK

Designed to Meet Your Needs.
Watcom VX•RExx combines a project management
facility, visual designer and an interactive debugger to
deliver a highly productive visual development
environment. The Client/Server Edition includes
additional powerful objects so you can rapidly create rich GUI database
applications. You can create OS/2 client applications which connect to
DB2/2 or DB2/6000. Use IBM's DRDA support on OS/2 to access DB2 for
MYS, DB2/400 for AS/400, and DB2NSE and VM (SQUDS) for VM and
VSE. Also supported are Watcom SQL and ODBC-enabled databases'.
"Overal~ this edition of VX•RExxfor OS/2 is an outstanding visual
client/server development platform." Nicholas Petreley, Info World
• Over 2 dozen objects,
including CUA'91
containers, notebooks,
pop-up menus and more
• Integration and control
of existing applications
through ODE, keystokes
or REXX APl's

• Easy to learn event• Graphically create CUA'91
driven programming
Presentation Manager
model with complete
objects, quickly
on-line documentation
customize their properties,
and easily attach REXX
• Support for professional
procedures
multi-threaded, multiwindowed and drag-and- • Package your application
drop enabled applications as an EXE or PM macro for
royalty-free distribution
• Code reusability through
section and file sharing

Point. Click. And Presto!
To create an application you draw user interface objects, customize their
properties using standard OS/2 notebooks, and define their event code using
powerful drag-and-drop programming. To add database access just draw a
query object, visually design a SQL query, press OK and presto- your
window is automatically populated with objects that are bound to your
query to display, update and search your data.

"Drag-and-drop nirvana." Nicholas Petreley, Info World

Give Your Data a Whole New Image.
Energize your applications by displaying your data in a
3D chart. The Client/Server Edition gives you more than
a dozen chart types to choose from, along with over 150
display options. You also get complete support for runtime events so you can bring new drama to your data by
making your chart interactive.
"VX•REXX is a must buy." Jacques Surveyer,
Computer World

Standard or Client/Server EditionWhich one is for you?
To start creating powerful OS/2 GUI applications right away,
order your copy of Watcom VX •REXX Standard Edition for just.... $99*
Or, to start creating rich client/server database applications,
order Watcom VX•RExx Client/Server Edition for just.. .............. $299*

EIITll

CIOICE

AIOI

1994

1·800-265-4555

Watcom
A Powersoft Company

quoted in US dollars.
Watcom International 41 5 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3X2 Tel. (519) 886-3700 Fax (519) 747-4971 ·Prices and specilications are subject to change without notice. Price does not Include freight and taxes where applicable. Pnces
1994 Watcom International Corporation.
t OOBC drivers are available from INTEASOLV, Inc. Watcom, the lightning Device, and VX•AEXX are trademarks of Watcom International Corporation.Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners. e<::opyright
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Maybe You Can't Be
In Six Places At Once.

■

■

But now your
•
• Calendar,
Monthly Bun Phone Book Bun
• Phone Book,
Relish Buns
• To Do List,
Daily Bun
Do Bun
and other personal
information can
Amazing Relish 2.2 Hot Buns
To

They' re not files, not folders, not programs.
They' re a new kind of Workplace Shell object
for dynamically viewing Relish information.
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Personal information where you need it,
when you need it, always up-to-date,
always consistent- a sure way to
Relish every moment of your day!
Only Relish 2.2 Gives You All This

Here's how they work. ..
Buns give you views of your
information when and where you
need it. Use them just as you would
Relish - or customize them to match your needs .
Aesthetically, change colors, fonts, window sizes and positions
to fit your taste. And, there's a whole lot more.

Every bun can be copied and modified to present different
collections of information.
Think of the possibilities.
One bun can show what To Do
items remain for that important
To Do's for
Meetings with
project. Another can have your
Dallas Project
Fred Jones
meetings with Fred. Others for
each category within your phone book Put them in folders, on your
desktop, anywhere you need them.
When you want just those project-related To Dos, open that bun
and there they are. Need a printed copy? Just drag your bun right
to a printer without even opening it.

* NEW! Iconbar for one-click access to your preferredfunctions
* NEW! Type-to-search lets you ']ust start typing" to.find things fast
* NEW! Floating entries (without times or dates) appear on current date

• Entries can span any length of time from afew minutes to many days
* Intelligent time and date recognition gives you quick keyboard entry

• Alarms can be scheduled as Jar ahead of an event as you want
* Quick-access reference calendar can remain on the desktop
* Reminders are automatic; so is schedule synchronization on a LAN
* The most extensive drag-and-drop support of any OS I 2 program

Best of all, everything is always up to
date. If you make a change through your
complete To Do list, or put another
project To Do on your calendar, your
customized bun is automatically and
instantly updated, right before your eyes!

Call 310 •596 •5121

NEW Version 2.2 - one part of Sundial System's
"Personal Information Object" strategy for giving you
access to information like you've never had it before.

Sundial Systems
Corporation
909 Electric Ave, Suite 204,
Seal Beach, CA 90740 USA

© 1994 Sundial Systems Corpcratton. All rights reserved. Relish Is a registered trademark and Bun, uPersonat Information Objecr and "Type~to-Seorch" are trademarks of Sundial Systems Corporation.
OS/2 and Workplace Shell are registered trademarks of lnternattonol Business Machines Corporation.
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Have You Been Warped?
OS/ 2 Warp. You've got to love the name! And
the look!
Well, anyway, I do, because I've worked for IBM
for 25 years and I like to see us put some fun into
our products. Color! Games! Can you imagine?
OS/ 2 Warp is not gray and dull. The advertising
(yes, we have a smashing ad campaign going) is
bright and fun. We've stepped outside the lines,
and I, as well as a lot of other vintage IBMers, am
loving it!
Don't get me wrong. OS/ 2 Warp is more than
good looks and a great name. It's the fastest, most
versatile personal computer operating system
available today. It's a real lightweight in the memory department and a real heavyweight in the
function department. It's backward-compatible.
What in the world does backward-compatible
mean? It means OS/ 2 Warp supports every application you're running on your computer today
and will continue to do so.
Now, let's review a couple of the most significant
points: "available today" and "backward-compatible." That means we're not making promises
about what we might and might not deliver and
when we might deliver it. OS/ 2 Warp has been
available since early fourth quarter 1994 and has
delivered on all its promises. Don't you wish
every operating system developer could say that?
Unless you've been holed away in a monastery or
cave for the last six months, you've heard and
read a lot about the operating system war that is
going on. Most of what you read and hear is
opinion. What you'll read about OS/ 2 Warp in
this issue of Personal Systems is fact. Our own
technical expert, Edward Duhe', has been testing

2
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Warp since "Warp" was its code name instead of
its real name. His thorough article is filled with
the features and functions of OS/ 2-not hype, not
opinion, "just the facts, Ma'am! " Read Edward's
article and form your own opinions.

Internet Stuff
Internet. Information superhighway. Surfing the
net. Whew! This must be big stuff because one of
the first new features I hear most people mention
when they talk about OS/ 2 Warp is its great new
Internet access. I just finished editing an article
about OS/ 2 Warp's Internet interface for another
publication. The author is just a regular working
person like you and me. I don't know about you,
but there's a big difference in that author and
me-he knows and loves the Internet; it remains a
mystery to me. I'll confess, right now the only
thing I use the Internet for is e-mail-to my faithful Personal Systems readers and my husband,
who works two counties and several industry
types away from me.
But I'm betting you'll soon be seeing Personal
Systems, along with a host of other industry publications, on the Internet. So I'm going to sit down
with my copy of Warp and learn to surf!
You can do it all and do it right now with OS/ 2
Warp. So fire your highway transportation unit
(HTU) up to warp speed, beam down to your local
software dispenser facility (LSDF), get Warp, and
get warped!

Betty Hawkins, Editor

"( oin IBM and "jazz it up" the

U week of May 21-25 at the 1995
IBM Technical Interchange. This
Interchange will bring together, for
the first time, the very latest on :
OS/2
AIX
AS/400
MVS
OOPS
Workplace
LAN
Expand your technical skills by participating in hands-on labs with IBM
developers , touring an extensive
exhibit hall featuring the latest in
hardware and software, attending .

birds of a feather sessions, and
attending elective sessions covering
the following topics:
Object oriented technology
Communications
Client/Server
Database
Device driver development
Application development
Workplace
Multimedia
C ++
So that you will get the most from
all the information available , this
Interchange also offers customized
tracks on OS/2 , AIX, OS/400, and
MVS .

For more information and/or to receive a brochure,
call (800) 872-7109 or (508) 443-4990
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ABOUT THE COVER

OS/ 2 Warp: this futuristic operating system
is here today! Tried and tested by the masses!
Backward-compatible with all your favorite
applications! Easy to install! OS/ 2 Warp
has it all-even a great name and an even
greater look!
Cover Photo: Maiifred Ayers, Arlington, Texas
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Visualizer, D82/2 , and You-An End-User's Perspective

In this first of a series of articles, Bob Angell, principal with Applied Information and
Management Systems, describes the features of Visualizer and details his experiences
with its installation.

Insiders' Software Unveiled
IBM's best kept secret is now out in the open and available through the AISPO catalog :
custom-developed software and internally developed applications not previously marketed outside of IBM . This article tells you how to get the catalog and describes some of its
most popular products.

TECHNICAL

Subscription Coordinator
Rose McAlister
Production Coordinator
Elisa Davis

Technical Connection Personal Software Is the Answer!
And the question is: "Where do I get immediate and comprehensive access to the latest
in service and product support information?" This article describes the support available
through a subscription to IBM's Technical Connection Personal Software CD-ROM ,
details its implementation. and documents the enthusiastic response from early users
of the product.

OS/2 Warp
On October 11 , 1994, IBM introduced OS/2 Warp Version 3, the next evolution of its premier 32-bit operating system. As its name implies, OS/2 Warp is fast and full of state-ofthe-art features. This article describes the new features of OS/2 Warp, including performance enhancements, installation enhancements, usability improvements, printing
en hancements, new applications, and more. See what it's like to operate at warp speed!

OS/2 for SMP
This article discusses the features of OS/2 for SMP, the OS/2 version specifically
designed for symmetric multiprocessing computers. It highlights the technical design
of SMP and outlines the many advantages of using this new operating system in a
multitude of environments.

Multimedia File 1/0 Services
This article explains Multimedia 1/0 Services (MMIO) functions in detail, as well as MMIO
differences between the Windows Multimedia Extension (MME) and the OS/2 Multimedia
Presentation Manager/2 (MMPM/2) subsystem.

LITTLE SOLUTIONS

66

OS/2 , DOS , and Windows NT Coexistence
OS/2, DOS, and Windows NT can all reside and run successfully on the same computer system , depending on the installation sequence. This little solution describes several
installation scenarios and discusses their results.

IBM Personal Systems Technical Solutions is
published bimonthly by Personal Systems Competency
Center, International Business Machines Corporation,
Roanoke, Texas, U.S.A.
Send address changes to Personal Systems
Subscription Coordinator, IBM Corporation, Internal
Zip 40-B3-04, One East Kirkwood Blvd., Roanoke, TX
76299, fax to (817) 961-72 18, or call Rose McAlister at
(817) 961-7008. The editor, Betty Hawkins, can be
reached at the above mailing address, (817) 961 -7525,
Internet bhawkins@vnet.ibm.com, or OV/VM
HAWKINSB at DALVM4 I B. The business manager,
Donna Su, can be reached at the above mailing
address, (817) 961-6268, Internet psts@vnet.ibm.com,
or OV/VM DONNASU at DALVM4IB.
Note to IBM personnel: IBM employees in divisions

17

Need a Specialist for Your LAN Server 4.0?

20

One-Stop Shopping

Help is on the way! LAN Server Specialist, a productivity aid included with LAN Server 4.0,
provides a problem determination tool for LAN administrators. It gathers the problems,
offers suggestions, and learns from each incident. Thi s article describes the timely operations of this handy tool, which is already available to you if you have LAN Server 4.0.

Now everything you need to get your local area network up and running, complete with
application and performance monitoring service, is available in one package-IBM's
Advanced Server for Workgroups. This article describes this product, its components, and
the process behind its easy installation.

12, 23, and 72 can subscribe to this publication
using OV/VM and the JNEWS facility: select hard
copy for the PS_SOL category. IBMers in other divisions in the United States can subscribe via SLSS to
GBOF-7532. IBMers outside of the United States can
subscribe via SLSS to GBOF-6007.
© Copyright 1995 International Business
Machines Corporation

BPA International Consumer Publication Membership
applied for April, 1994.
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Personal Systems accepts paid advertis-

45

50
57

ing for applications, products, or services
that run on or complement IBM's personal systems hardware and software products. To obtain a media kit and advertising rate information, contact one of the
Personal Systems advertising sales representatives listed below.

Need a Fix?
The IBM Corrective Service Facility (CSF), formerly called FixTool , is a tool to distribute and
install corrective service packages. This article discusses the service call and fix processes,
describes CSF's features , and explains how to use CSF when installing ServicePak or fix.

IBM LAN Server 4.0: New Features and Comparisons with NetWare
IBM LAN Server 4.0, announced in September 1994, has been a customer-driven product
from the outset. Customers told IBM they wanted an easy-to-use, easy-to-install, and
easy-to-administer network operating system. LAN Server 4.0 provides these things, and
more, with its many new features and functions. This article covers the new features and
enhancements in IBM LAN Server 4.0, and compares LAN Server 4.0 with Novell NetWare 4.02.

IBM DCE Heterogeneous Enterprise Performance
This article presents some of the Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) performance
characteristics observed in a moderately complex heterogeneous enterprise environment.
The studies focus chiefly on the DCE topology performance, while noting the behavior of
the DCE administrator, OS/2 Database Manager, and Network File System (NFS) services
contending for the system resources.
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Detroit, Ml 48226
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Fax (313) 963-0464
Southeast Office - Tom Flynn

290 Jade Cove Drive
Roswell, GA 30075
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Fax ( 404) 993-4423
Central Office - Laura Stevens

422 West Congress
Detroit MI 48226
Phone (810) 661-9283
Fax (810) 661-8746
West Office - Kyle Walkenhorst
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OS/2 for SMP and Windows NT Coexistence
This little solution describes how to install OS/2 for Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) and
Microsoft Windows NT on a single, multiprocessor computer system.

Corrective Service Information
Refer to this section for the latest maintenance release levels and other software service
information.

1234 South Alfred St., Suite 1
Los Angeles, CA 90035
Phone: (213) 658-1955
Fax: (213) 658-6178
Northwest Office - Cheryl Murphy

300 Third Street, Suite 1103
San Francisco, CA 94 I 07
Phone: (415) 896-1935
Fax: (415) 896-2290

Technical Connection Personal
Software Is the Answer!
By Tira Gillig

And the question is: "Where do I get immediate and comprehensive
access to the latest in service and product support information?"
This article describes the support available through a subscription
to IBM's Technical Connection Personal Software, details its implementation, and documents the enthusiastic response from early users of
the product.
echnical Connection Personal
Software CD-ROM is just the
product you need for immediate
and comprehensive access to the latest
in service and product support information without accessing and downloading
this information from bulletin boards.
The Technical Connection is a CD-ROM
loaded with answers to your technical
support questions, information on
the latest products, service updates,
plus a bonus "OS/ 2 Collection"
containing over 275 books on
OS/ 2-related products.

T

It's like an electronic encyclopedia, only
better! You can buy a one-time "set" of
this valuable support tool, or you can subscribe to monthly or quarterly updates.
Either way, you and your support team
will have the answers you need at your
fingertips.
Here's what some of the early Technical
Connection users like about the CD-ROM:

■

"It is a single source for many pieces of

information I would have to spend
much time and effort chasing down."
■

"Everything is on one CD-ROM and
readily available."

■

"Online documentation and AskPSP
are extremely helpful."

■

"Lots of good information. I like it.
A winner!! "

■

"There's a paucity of in-depth
technical information available-this
[Technical Connection] gives a much
needed boost in a concentrated,
easily accessed format. "

The Technical Connection, useful in both
the OS/ 2 and DOS environments, is available in all geographical areas. You can
access all the information (except AskPSP)
in either operating system. AskPSP is an
expert system tool and is an OS/ 2-only
product. Language-translated versions of
downloadable fixes are included.

IBt,iT echnical Connection Personal Software - Icon -View-

A skPSP

•

The installation executes in two parts:
first, the required files are loaded onto
the hard disk and the desktop icons are
created; then, AskPSP is installed. Because
updates need to point to several programs, you need to reboot your system
after installation.
You need to consider the following:
■ Which partition to

use-Subsequent
installations (updates) of Technical
Connection will use the original
partition you choose for the
required files.

■ Whether to install AskPSP on the

CD-ROM or hard disk-Installing AskPSP

on the hard disk provides quicker
access to the information; access times
for CD-ROMs are much slower than
hard disks. However, if space is a consideration, accessing AskPSP from the
CD-ROM drive is a viable option.

--

-

Corrective Service Technical Bulletin s 0S/2 APARs Reference Device Drivers Reference Diskettes

~
~

Product Information What's New Usage Tips

Figure 1. 0S/2 Implem entation: Database Icons
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OS/2 Implementation
The OS/ 2 installation process is quick
and easy. You can accept the default paths
for the installation, and, before you know
it, you are ready to access Technical
Connec-tion's information! If you decide
to change the defaults, just change the
drive letter; the rest is done for you.
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Most Frequently
Asked Questions

------

■

Which language version of Corrective
Service Diskettes (CSDs) is needed-If
you purchase Technical Connection's
National Language version, you will
receive several languages within
each of the Europe/ Middle East/ Asia
(EMEA) and Asia Pacific (AP) products.
You may not need to install all of the
languages. Following is a list of languages and their corresponding disks:
- Disk A-U.S. English, French
Canadian
- Disk B- Not currently used; for
expansion
- Disk C-Dutch, French, German,
U.K. English

IBM Technical Connection Personal Software File Extraction Procedure
Help
'v\PARS
\BOOKS
\CSDFRC
\CSDUS
\DEMOS
\DRIVERS
\IBMEWS
\LEXMARK
\OS2ASST
\J>SlAl
\J>S2ASST
\READIBM
\READIBM2
\REFDISK
\TOOLS

Press Enter to Change Directory

- Disk D-Italian, Portuguese,
Spanish
- Disk E-Danish, Finnish,
Norwegian, Swedish
- Disk F-Japanese, Korean,
Traditional Chinese

DOS Implementation

Main

Previous

IBM Technical Connection Personal Software File Extraction Procedure
Help
*

The OS/ 2 implementation installs one
icon labeled "IBM Technical Connection
Personal Software" on your desktop. This
icon then opens to another set of icons,
which contai ns seven databases and three
information areas. See Figure I for the
icon represen tation.

OS/ 2 2.x APAR Database
BookManager Books
Corrective Service Diskettes (French Canadian)
Corrective Service Diskettes (US)
Demonstration Programs
DOS and OS/ 2 Device Drivers
IBM Employee Written Software
LEXMARK Printer Drivers
OS/ 2 Information Files in ASCII format
PS/ 1 Diskettes
PS/ 2 Assistant
IBM BookMonager Reader/ DOS program Directory
IBM BookMonager Read/ 2 program Directory
Reference Diskette Directory
OS/ 2 Tools Directory

systems, adapters, and options.

*
**********************************************************************"'****************

\REFDISK'v\DAPREF
\REFDISK\COMREF
\REFDISK\DISPREF
\REFDISK\IEREF
\REFDISK\MEMREF
\REFDISK\PDAREF
\REFDISK\PS2REF
\REFDISK\VPREF
\REFDISK\TPREF

It's also a simple matter to install the
Technical Connection in DOS:

Contains reference disks/ files not fitting into the categories below.
Contains reference disks/ files for communications/LAN equipment
Contains reference disks/files for display adapters
Contains reference disks/ files for internal/external storage units
Contains reference disks/ files for memory adapters
Contains extra problem determination aids
Contains reference disks/ files for PS/ 2 equipment
Contains reference disks/ files for PS/ValuePoints
Contains reference disks/files for ThinkPads

Press Enter to Change Directory

Main

Previous

1. Switch to your CD-ROM drive and type

INSTALL.
2. Choose the default drive you want to
use for the required files .

Help

3. Reboot after the installation
completes.

* These files are specific to laptop computers.

IBM Technical Connection Personal Software File Extraction Procedure

*

After this quick and easy installation
process, you can begin to access the
Technical Connection files. With the
recently enhanced mouse support, you
can now use the mouse to make your
selections. Figure 2 shows how you
would find a reference diskette for a
laptop computer.
From the DOS prompt, type TC2 . The first
of the three screens in Figure 2 shows the
main Technical Connection screen in the
DOS implementation. You are looking for
a reference diskette in this example, so

***************************************************************************************
OS2T45.ZIP
Contains the OS/ 2 2.1 PCMCIA Card Services, Socket Services and
Resource manager device drivers for the TOSHIBA T4500
notebook computer.
TORDFl 11.EXE Creates 720K diskette. PCMCIA Data/ Fax Modem Configuration
Diskette. For use with the IBM PCMCIA Data/ Fax Modem (both 14.4/ 14.4
and 9.6/ 2.4). Do not use ii your modem says 'Made in USA' on its back.
RSS750Al.EXE IBM ThinkPad System Program Service Diskette. Contains 750/ 755/ 360
Version 1.07 Flash ROM Update.
TP75PDRV.EXE IBM ThinkPad 750P Digitizer Device Driver Diskette Version 1.10 (P/ NB2G2574)

Press Enter to Create the Diskette

Main

Previous

Figure 2. DOS Implementation: Creating a Reference Diskette
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
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The Technical Connection team adds the latest data to the CD-ROM monthly. Outdated
material is removed as warranted.

f

dual boot 1nstal~

Following are descriptions of the material
that is available each month to enhance
your role as a technical coordinator within your organization.

Information Areas
The Technical Connection provides you
with three information areas:
■

What's New- A quick snapshot of
what files have been added, deleted,
or changed on the current month's
CD-ROM.

■

Usage Tips-Hints for better usage of
the CD-ROM-tips the Technical
Connection team has found that will
help you more easily access the information plus hints about the contents.

■

Most Frequently Asked QuestionsAnswers to questions most frequently
asked of IBM's various service organizations. Checking out this section may
save you a call to IBM.

Rea(ly

Figure 3. AskPSP: CasePoint Description

'

CasePoml

!!elp

Databases
~

The Technical Connection contains seven
databases of information: AskPSP, OS/ 2
Authorized Program Analysis Reports
(APARs), Technical Bulletins, Corrective
Service Diskettes, Reference and
Diagnostic Diskettes, Device Drivers,
and Product Information.

Whtd'I of the foll0Vi11nq best descnbes your problem/interest??

\Yhat af'ea of Gen8ral Usab1111y/lnformafton?'>
Vlt'ltd"l OSJ2 related maintenance/support area interests you?
Do you want to install the duaJ boot feature after installing 0Sf2?
"Nh1ch. if any, of the following error conditions d1d you encounter??
Are you hav1n9 problems tnstall1ng the software?
Vv'hich generaJ area does the software belong to?
Which ut1lrtyibackup software?
If! \-Vhat device are you haV1ng problems with??
Are you havmg problems booting from a secondary SCSI hard dnve?
\Yho IS the manufacturer of your SCSI Adapter?
\Ml1ch OSJ2 command or utility interests you??
v.thich version of OS/2 are you running?
i> \Nl'l1ch OS/2 2 0 Release Level are you running?

Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered
Not Answered

AskPSP

Not Answered

D1d tne system stop booting when you changed conf1g sys?

60 Iii Add dual boot after 0S12 1s installed witnout re1nstalhng DOS or OS/2
50121 Boot natrve DOS to install Central Point PCTools 7 1
50~ DosN-/1ndows settings for central Point PC Tools by Central Point ..
50 D DosN./indows settings for PC Tools Deluxe by Central Point Software
60111 How to start OS/2 2,<from diskette
609 Cal! Quantum or don't use the MCS 200 wrth a secondary bootable disk ..
6011 lnstall SP display device dnvers when CALL in config sys hangs

".I
I

Figure 4. AskPSP: Questions and Actions

you highlight the Reference Diskette
Directory and press Enter or click the
mouse. The next screen shows the various
reference diskette libraries. When you
highlight the entry for ThinkPad (laptop)
and press Enter or click the mouse, you
will see the third screen showing the
information available for laptop computers. A diskette is created for the file you
select from this screen.

8
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From Our Experts to Yours
The Technical Connection information
comes from our technical support experts,
developers, testers, and users of OS/ 2,
DOS, and LAN platforms. Data is gathered
from many areas: electronic bulletin
boards, internal documents, problem
databases, and many others. Most of these
sources are updated daily.

AskPSP is an expert system tool targeted
for end users and help desk personnelboth novice and experienced users. Using
AskPSP is easy. You choose the casebases
(environments) you want to explore.
These casebases are continually augmented as many of the cases are created directly from the calls coming into the support
centers.
Today you have these options:
■

OS/ 2 Initial User's Environment

■

OS/ 2 Base Environment

■

OS/ 2 LAN Environment

■

Novell NetWare Environment

You can expect to find cases added each
month as well as new product-related
casebases added over time. All you need
to know is the environment to which your

question relates and the parameters of
your question. For example, if you want to
find out about "dual boot" and how to
implement it, you would enter "dual boot"
in the Description area of the CasePoint
screen (see Figure 3). AskPSP provides
you with a set of questions to answer, as
shown in Figure 4.
After answering the appropriate questions, the Actions section of the screen
gives possible answers. Solutions with a
rating of 80 or more will typically contain
an appropriate answer to your search. If
there is not a case for a particular problem, no answer will be shown.
0S/ 2 APARs

In this area, you will find the latest in
closed APARs for the products covered on
the Technical Connection CD-ROM. You
can access the same information that IBM
service personnel use to answer questions. Figure 5 lists the products for which
APARs are available. You may select any,
all, or a combination of products for your
search. As an example, Figure 5 shows a
search for three products.
Technical Bulletins

A wealth of knowledge is at your fingertips in both the OS/ 2 and PS/ 2 Assist
areas in the Technical Bulletins section
of the Technical Connection. In OS/ 2
Assist, you will find hints and tips on
installation solutions created by the service providers, a guide on how to report
problems, software written by IBM
employees, Timothy S. Simples' "OS/ 2
Most Frequently Asked Questions," plus
much more.
The IBM OS/ 2 Information section provides you with detailed technical information on performance, tuning, keyboard
and pointing devices, hardware and PC
devices, serial communications, and
PenCentral information.
Other OS/ 2 Assist information includes
installation, service and support processes, debug tools, and books and manuals
on both OS/ 2 and DATABASE 2 OS/ 2
(DB2/ 2).
In PS/ 2 Assist, you'll find hardwarerelated information such as technical
specifications, technical information,
service information, and resources for
PS/ 2s and PS/ ls.

tql

VuAPAR

OS/2APARs
Select the product areas you wish to include and press
"View" or click on "View All" to include all available files.

lyjOS/2 2.1

□ IBM LAN Server

[tlOS/2 2.0

[] Communications Manager/2

[] DB2/2

[] IBM TCP/IP for OS/2

,@iMMPM/2

□ OS/2 Development Tools

□ NTS/2

D Netware Requester for OS/2
D DCE for OS/2 & Windows
D Extended Services/2

D LAN Distance
£] PC DOS

View

I

_I

_V_le_w_A_ll_

Exit

Figure 5. OS/2 APARs

Corrective Service Diskettes,
Reference and Diagnostic Diskettes,
and Device Drivers

These three databases contain compressed versions of the actual Corrective
Service Diskettes, reference and diagnostic
diskettes, and device drivers.

OS/2 2.0 and later
OS/2 ES 1.0 Communications
Manager
OS/2 ES 1.0 Database Manager
CICS OS/2 2.0

See Figure 6 for a representative sample
of CSDs contained on a recent Technical
Connection CD-ROM.

C Set/2
C Set++

When you select the CSD you want, you
will be prompted either to insert a
diskette or to designate a partition on
your hard drive. When you click on the
desired CSD "hot spot," an expanded file
will be written to the diskette or to your
hard file.

LAN Server 3.0

The same process works for reference and
diagnostic diskettes and device driverswhether you want one diskette or a large
number of diskettes-and the lists are just
as extensive. A broad range of products is
included and updated as new ones
become available. Those elusive reference
and diagnostic diskettes for your PS/ 2,
PS/ 1, ValuePoint, ThinkPad, and various
adapters and features are included. Just
the right device driver for your printer,
display, video card, or CD-ROM drive is
also available. All can be downloaded
with a few simple keystrokes.

System Performance Monitor/2 1.0
and 2.01

LAN Manager Utilities
Network Manager 1.0
NetView
Network Transport Services/2

WorkFrame
DOS 5.0
PC/3270 3.0 and 3.1
Windows Connection
Advanced Program-to-Program
Communication (APPC)
Figure 6. Corrective Service Diskettes
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Product Information

This database contains the latest information from several publications, including
IBM Developer Support News, Team OS/ 2
newsletters, PS newsletters, and DB2/ 2
newsletters. You will find some demon_stration software along with a sample of
software written by IBM employees,
including:
■

PS/2 L40 Battery Monitor

■

Tiny Editor (a small [under 10 KB],
easy, powerful, full-screen text editor)

■

PMTREE (a graphical display of interaction with Presentation Manager
windows)

■

NetDUMP (three access control
utilities)

■

OS2PING (a utility to identify the paths
in a local area network [LAN] to a
specific adapter address)

Summary
All in all, these seven databases offer a
significant amount of easily accessible
information and data right on your
desktop, without access charges for down-

loading information from a bulletin
board. When combined with the information areas on the CD-ROM, you have
everything you need to be immediately
productive.

In Europe/ Middle East/ Asia areas,
single purchases can be ordered through
retail channels. Subscription orders can
be purchased only through ISMS Direct
Services.

Ordering Information

As an added bonus, the "OS/ 2 Collection,"
containing over 275 books related to various OS/ 2-related products, is included
with each purchase.

To order in the United States and Canada,
have your credit card handy and call
(800) 992-4777. In the U.S. and Canada,
the Technical Connection Personal
Software CD-ROM is available in an annual subscription with monthly updates for
$299 ($429 in Canada), with quarterly
updates for $119 ($169 in Canada), or as
a single issue for $59 ($85 in Canada).
In the Asia Pacific area, Technical
Connection can be ordered only through
the Developer Assistance Program (OAP)
in single and quarterly subscriptions:
■

Australian DAP-+61-2-354-7684

■

Taiwan DAP-+886-2-776-7965

■

Korean DAP-+822-781-7770 or
+822-781-7777

■ Japan

OAP (fax only)-+81-3-3279-8231

The World's FASTEST Pentium Compilers

NDP Forfran-90
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32-bit Globally Optimized Code
Scheduling for Pentium and Alpha
Vector Array Syntax Notation
C Like, Easy to Use Advanced Strings
New Control Statements Like CASE
Free Formated Source
New Intrinsics and Vector Primltiives
C++ Like Interfaces and Operators
Pointers, Dynamic or Allocatable Arrays
Plus Fortran 77, CIC++ and Pascal for
Pentium, i860 and Alpha

0S/2, DOS, UNIX or NT
Call for our \Nhite Papers on Pentium

Scheduling, 0S/2 and Fortran-90.

M1croway®
Research Park, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
Call or Fax for Foreign Distributors USA FAX (508) 746-4678
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Note: The Technical Connection Personal
Software product is a dynamic product,
updated and improved every month.
Screen representations in this article may
not identically match those in your product. In addition, prices are subject to
change without notice.

Thanks
The Technical Connection team thanks
you for taking the time to read about our
product. The core development team is
located in Boca Raton, Florida; Austin,
Texas; and Vancouver, Canada. We welcome comments on the product through
the Customer Feedback card included
with the product or through our Internet
ID: tcps-cd@vnet.ibm.com_

Tira Gillig is an

advisory programmer in Personal
Software Products
Service and
Support in Boca
Raton , Florida.
She managed the
introduction of the
Technical
Connection into the marketplace and
currently manages the day-to-day
activities of the Technical Connection
team. Tira is also responsible for
service information strategy, creativity,
re-engineering , and patent coordination within software services.
She has worked in software during her
career in development, process,
education , and service in first- and
second-line management, staff, and
development roles. Tira recently
received an MPS degree in Industrial
Counseling from New York Institute of
Technology. She also holds an MBA in
International Business and a BA in
Spanish from Indiana University.

Point of View

Visualizer, D82/2, and YouAn End-User's Perspective
By Bob Angell

In this first of a series of articles, Bob Angell, principal with Applied
Information and Management Systems, describes the features of
Visualizer and details his experiences with its installation.
Future articles will explore some of the functions available in this
database product.
he word Visual has been part of
IBM's naming strategy for several of
its recently released products.
Visualizer, not to be confused with
VisualGen or VisualAge, is a graphical
user interface (GUI)-based database product that allows you to interface with and
use data generated from PC-based workstations as well as from midrange systems
such as AS/ 400s.

T

Because data comes from different
sources (relational and non-relational distributed databases, flat files, etc.) and can
be presented in many different ways,
Visualizer was developed to recognize and
take advantage of these environments.
Visualizer's GUI gives even a novice the
power to become an expert data analyst
with a minimal learning curve. In this
article, however, I will assume you are
familiar with database design and development and have procedural programming skills but that you have limited
structured query language (SQL) skills. I
will give you an end-user's perspective of
how easy or difficult it is to install
Visualizer and use it for a real project.

Background
Our firm, Applied Information and
Management Systems (AIMS), received a
copy of the Visualizer family of programs
a few months ago. AIMS decided that
DATABASE 2 OS/ 2 (DBZ/ 2) and Visualizer
might be the right combination to more
tightly integrate one of our in-house
database applications with its OS/ 2 and
LAN Server environments. We originally

wrote this database application to provide
physicians and residents with real-time
patient demographic, clinical, and
research information. This application
allows physicians and computers to do
what they each do best-practice medicine
and massage information respectively.
AIMS had evaluated other GUI development tools, from C ++ and Visua!Age to
the various visual REXX offerings. These
other products either were too much work
(C ++ and Visua!Age) or were just not
beefy enough (visual REXX tools).
Visualizer provides many of the tools
(queries, charts, procedures, development
environments, etc.) needed to get a project up and running almost immediately.
Our next development phase will be to
make the entire program more of a
client/server application using DBZ/ 2 as
the database engine and the Visualizer
family of GUI applications to gather, process, manipulate, and present the data.
We'll talk about this in future articles.

Getting Started
When you start to use a new software
package, you usually experience a learning curve before you understand and
master it. This learning curve can take
minutes, hours, days, or even months.
The manuals that ship with the product
usually minimize this learning curve
by documenting most of the fundamental
operations.
Visualizer comes with two manuals:

Installing and Supporting, Visualizer

Query for OS/ 2 and Using, Visualizer
Query for OS/ 2. Installing and
Supporting tells you how to install the
product, obtain appropriate data connections, and support the product. There
is also a discussion on using Visualizer's
diagnostic aids and how to report
problems back to IBM.
The installation process did not go as
smoothly as I expected; however, it was
nothing that couldn't be remedied by
knowing a little about OS/ 2. I selected
and tested only the DBZ/ 2 data connection out of a variety of different options
(DBZ/ 6000, MYS, AS/ 400, Advanced
Program-to-Program Communication
[APPC) processes, etc.). As our project
matures, we will likely use more of these
data connections.

Using, Visualizer Query for OS/ 2 gives
step-by-step instructions on using the program. The first section of the manual
deals with the basics of Query for OS/ 2,
showing how to use the Visualizer templates and online help. This section also
shows how the Visualizer family of products (Charts, Development, Plans,
Procedures, Statistics, and Ultimedia
Query for OS/ 2) fit together. The second
section of the manual shows how to use
and create SQL tables and views as well as
how to combine, retrieve, and manipulate
the table and view data using queries.
Once you master the art of producing
queries, the manual provides information
on analyzing and presenting the data
using Visualizer's report features .
Following the step-by-step process outlined in the manual, I was able to use the
product fairly efficiently within a matter
of hours. It seemed that without any other
Visualizer module, interaction with the
data was almost complete; however, without the ability to chart the data, use the
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users decide which table format is
appropriate for which task.

[DRIVE) IBM Visualizer Query for OS/2
01.00.00 Query_for _OS/2_ (Standalone)
01.00.00 Query_for _OS/2_ (Ser ver)
01.00.00 Query_for _OS/2_ (Requester)
01.00.00 Query_for _OS/2_ (English_Distribution_Co

Figure 1. Visual izer Installation Screen
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Install Process Revisite d
After accidentally deleting the Visualizer
code from my workstation, I had to reinstall it. I mentioned above that the initial installation went fairly smoothly;
however, during the reinstallation,
Visualizer's installation programs did
not work as well.
The installation program provides the
options shown in Figure 1. This is a
standard format for installing all the
Visualizer family of products. Visualizer
can be installed as a stand-alone or as a
server application. The latter can be very
useful if you are accessing a database on
a network or larger system (AS/400, RISC
System/ 6000, etc.). After selecting Action
on the menu to install the product, you
then have the option to install all, part, or
just a single piece of the program.

MO

®1

Samples

0

afil

Shadows of Templates

~ English Query Tutorials

WORK

Figure 2. Visua lizer Desktop Folder

statistical features, or take advantage of
the Plans, Procedures, and Development
code, the entire data interaction process
could be painful.

table format. In fact, if the files had been
a bit larger, we would have had to convert
them to the new formats in pieces.
At this point, it is still not clear to
me what, if any, advantage a Visualizer
table format has over a basic SQL structured table. The one compellin'g reason to
use SQL structured tables that quickly
comes to my mind is that they are
portable across many platforms. This is,
for most users, an attractive alternative.
The Visualizer development team tells me
they are publishing a manual to help

Note:

As with most product documentation, the
Visualizer Query manuals are incomplete
when you want to understand the less
popular and non-intuitive features (sometimes the real meat and potatoes of what
you need to accomplish). For example,
AIMS has data from many dBASE III+ and
Paradox files that were a real pain to convert to either a Visualizer or a D82/ 2
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I searched the documentation for how
I could translate one table to another and
finally figured it out by "doing" and
"playing." This may just be a Visualizer
weakness, but it does reduce the development efficiency Visualizer is supposed
to provide. Overall, I found that most
functions are intuitive to use. In fact,
most of the time, I did not have to read
the documentation.
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I found the recurring installation problem
when Visualizer has transferred approximately three-fourths of the first diskette.
A pop-up message appears indicating that
Visualizer has been detected on the hard
file and installation can't continue.
Another dialogue box appears and asks
whether I would like to delete the partial
installation. After answering "yes" to the
last question, all files are deleted and the
program takes me back to the screen in
Figure 1. Then, without exiting the program and answering the preliminary
questions, the program installs without
a hitch.
This happened on all of the Visualizer
products as each one was reinstalled. I
normally do not let minor problems like
this bother me, but it became annoying
when they consistently occurred.

Is There Life After Insta llation?
After the installation is complete, a
Visualizer folder is created on the OS/ 2

Insiders' Software Unveiled
By Lia Wilson
ere's something you'll want to see!
IBM's AISPO catalog, your inside
track to tools and productivity aids,
is a phone call away. This catalog concise•
ly lists over 50 selected IBM software
applications (developed either internally
or with customers) that are now available
to you.

H

How Can You Receive This Catalog?
To receive your free copy of the AISPO products catalog, call (800) IBM•6676,
ext. 650.
If you have access to TalkLink (through IBMLink), you can view an online version.
(Several AISPO product forums also exist where you can ask questions regarding
AISPO products.)

These tools and productivity aids come
from a variety of sources, including IBM
research labs, IBM industry groups, and
IBM marketing divisions and are available
for all IBM platforms. User·tested and
proven successful, these products can ben•
efit you by letting you take advantage of
products designed for others with similar
business requirements. Although AISPO
products come with no warranty or sup·
port, you can contact your local IBM
branch office and contract for technical
support or other services such as educa·
tion, customization, and installation for
many of the products.

How Can You Order AISPO Products?
You can order AISPO products directly from IBM by calling (800) IBM·CALL. Please
specify the product number when ordering. We've listed the products discussed in
this article below along with their product numbers.

LAN Automated Distribution/2 (LAD/2)
InterfloX Release 2
IBM PlayAtWill
IntelliAgent
AGSS (A Graphical Statistical System)
PC and PS/2 Version (DOS)
Workstation Version (OS/2, AIX/6000, Sun Solaris)
Distributed Database Query Services/2 (DDQS/2)
Current ISO 9000 Audit Toolkit

Humble Beginnings
Although AISPO products have been
around for years, customers didn't have
direct access to them until very recently.
Originally, if a customer wanted one of
these products, IBM would write a specific
services contract. Wanting to make it easy
for customers to purchase this software
directly, IBM made these products avail·
able through the AISPO products catalog.
Ever evolving, the catalog that began as
an online file emerged in its current print•
ed format for the first time in May 1994.
To keep the catalog as current as possible,
IBM plans to update it frequently-at least
three or four times a year.
The catalog not only includes descriptions
of each AISPO product, but also includes
information on systems and programming
environments, ordering (such as the
length of the test period), the license
agreement, price, and product information
sheet numbers. Use the product informa•
tion sheet numbers to request more
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Product Number

Product

detailed information about specific
products from the IBM FAX service.
Simply call (800) IBM•4FAX and have the
product information faxed directly to your
fax machine.
Most products in the AISPO catalog come
with a two·month test period. You can try
the software and return it, no questions
asked, if you are not completely satisfied.

Not So Humble Offerings
Catalog offerings span a range of user
needs and are categorized by the
following platforms:
■

Personal Computer

■

Multiple Platform

■

RISC System/6000

■

AS/ 400

5764•031
5764·053
5764·085
5764·087
5764·009
5764•092
576+056
5764·068

■

VM and MYS

■

Retail Industry (4680/4690 and
related platforms)

When asked which of the products
designed for the personal computer plat·
form are the most popular, Scott Ahlers,
Manager of AISPO products, responded
that LAD/ 2 and InterfloX Release 2 are
especially in demand.
LAD/2 (LAN Automated
Distribution/ 2) enables you to quickly

and efficiently configure and install
operating systems and applications on a
local area network (LAN). By automating
many of the manual tasks involved in
installations across networks, LAD/ 2 saves
you time and insulates you from the com•
plex remote installation procedures
through an easy•tO•use Presentation
Manager (PM) interface.

LAD/2 automatically:
■

Generates a response file, a LAN CID
utility (LCU) command file, and
NetView Distribution Manager/ 2
(NVDM/ 2) change files.

■

Partitions and formats client hard
drives.

■

Generates LOU MAP and PKG files.

■

Creates OS/ 2 and DOS boot diskettes.

LAD/ 2 supports the configuration and
installation of the following configuration/ installation/distribution (CID)enabled products:
■

OS/ 2 2.0 or OS/ 2 2.1

■

Network Transport Services/ 2 (NTS/ 2 LAN adapter and protocol support
[LAPS))

■

Communication Manager/ 2 and
Extended Services

■

DATABASE 2 OS/ 2 and Extended
Services

■

LAN Server 3.0 Advanced

■

NetView Distribution Manager/ 2

■

OS/ 2 ServicePak

You can obtain technical support, installation, and customization services for this
product from IBM for a fee. For more
information about LAD/ 2, call (800) IBM4FAX and request product information
sheet number 2790.
lnterfloX Release 2 is a programmer's

toolkit providing a REXX application programming interface (API) to Lotus Notes.
This robust, easy-to-use toolkit enables an
OS/ 2 REXX program to access, modify,
create, and delete Lotus Notes databases
and documents. Use it to connect Lotus
Notes to host systems and other databases
such as DB2/ 2.
You'll discover how simple it is to
program with InterfloX through the
following features:
■

lnterfloX uses 60+ high-level functions
instead of 300+ C functions.

■

Ninety percent of programming needs
are found in seven of the functions.

■

Its enhanced error checking and data
validation provides improvement

over errors common with C-API
programming.
You can obtain product support for
InterfloX as an optional fee service. For
more information about InterfloX, call
(800) IBM-4FAX and request product
information sheet number 2785.

■

File activities such as monitoring a
file for changes, then starting a program to update it and distribute it to
others, send messages or reports, or
print files.

■

Mail activities such as checking and
sorting your mail, then filing or discarding it, and/or forwarding it. You
can even use incoming mail items to
trigger other things like starting a program, backing up a file, etc.

■

Time-driven activities such as sending a
message or starting a program on specified days of the week or month at a
given time.

According to Ahlers, several recently
released AISPO offerings expected to do
well include:
■

IBM PlayAtWill

■

IntelliAgent

■

AGSS PC and PS/2 Version (DOS) and
Workstation Version (OS/2, AIX/6000,
Sun Solaris)

■

Distributed Database Query Services/2
(DDQS/2)

■

Current ISO 9000 Audit Toolkit

IBM PlayAtWill is an advanced Personal
Computer Memory Card International
Association (PCMCIA) software utility for
PC cards that allows you to "plug and
play" by identifying the type of PCMCIA
card you've plugged in.

Using its auto-Configurator function ,
PlayAtWill automatically sets the
input/output (I/O) address and interrupt
level to make the card ready for immediate use. It also displays information on
the type of PC card you've plugged in,
along with its status and that of the PC
slot. This program provides you with the
ability to register an application that is
supported on OS/2 and Windows platforms, directing PlayAtWill to automatically run that application when that specific
PC card is plugged in.
For more information about IBM PlayAtWill,
call (800) IBM-4FAX and request product
information sheet number 1008.
IntelliAgent is an electronic tool to help you

IntelliAgent comes with online information and a tutorial to help you create the
graphic instructions that will put your
electronic assistant to work!
For more information about IntelliAgent,
call (800) IBM-4FAX and request product
information sheet 1372.
AGSS (A Graphical Statistical System)
PC and PS/ 2 Version (DOS) and
Workstation Version (OS/ 2, AIX/ 6000,
Sun Solaris) This state-of-the-art interac-

tive system provides an easy-to-use environment for scientific/engineering graphics, applied statistics, and exploratory
data analysis. Although built upon APL,
you need only a rudimentary knowledge
of APL to use it effectively as a high-level,
menu-driven system. With moderate
knowledge of APL, the system becomes
uniquely extendable and customizable.
Some features include:
■

An easy-to-use menu-driven system with
a complete set of context sensitive
helps.

■

A graphics component containing a
wide assortment of two and three
dimensional color graphics.

■

Data analysis and statistics components
that combine extensive graphical output with formal statistical model fitting
and testing procedures.

■

A statistics component that includes
linear and nonlinear regression,
reliability analysis, accelerated life testing, time series analysis, experiment
design, and quality control.

■

Extensive work management utilities.

manage your daily work, including automatically handling routine tasks. It works for you
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
By creating specific instructions (you
need no programming knowledge), you
tell IntelliAgent what you want done,
when you want it, and how to perform
it. Some of the tasks IntelliAgent can
perform for you include:
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AGSS is also available for the IBM S/ 370
and S/ 390 under VM platforms.

■

For more information on AGSS, call (800)
IBM-4FAX and request product information sheet 2791.

For more information on Distributed
Database Query Services/ 2, call (800)
IBM-4FAX and request product information sheet number 2782.

Distributed Database Query
Services/2 (DDQS/2) is an interactive

query development application. Running
on OS/ 2, this Presentation Manager application provides access to IBM's local and
remote relational databases.
Features include:
■

The ability to accommodate users with
varying levels of structured query language (SQL) proficiency.

■

A reporting environment for managing
data, including mechanisms for exporting data for use in other PC applications such as spreadsheets.

A "walk up and use" design allowing
intuitive operation.

Current ISO 9000 Audit Toolkit is a

DOS/Windows-based personal information
manager (PIM) that allows business professionals to manage multiple assignments, projects, and people on a daily,
weekly, and monthly basis. This program
combines the power of the IBM Current
Version 1 (plus enhancements) with a set
of special forms and other information
prepared to serve the needs of the ISO
9000 auditor.

Lia Wilson , editorial assistant for
Personal Systems
magazine, joined
IBM five years ago.
She is currently
completing an MA
in English at the
University of North
Texas at Denton.
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by MITNOR Software
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4 integrated utilities provide screen capture (save to file or printer), color map
B&W images, clipboard and screen
saver. Date/time stamp screen images.
MIT15
MSRP $ ~ .... 18 $99.00
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Manage, secure, backup and migrate
your Workplace Shell environment with
the essential utilities no 05/2 user
should be without! With new and enhanced features for ease of use, improved performance & functionality,
improved window management and
more! Use DeskMan/2 to secure windows or objects, standardize corporate
desktops, authorize access and much,
much more. Includes the powerful
VUEMan/2 virtual desktop utility. (v1 .51)
DEV32 .. MSRP $ ~ ......... 18: $49.00

For more information about Current ISO
9000 Audit Toolkit, call (800) IBM-4FAX
and request product information sheet
number 2784.

ISO 9000 auditors will find themselves
more productive with the "Smart Forms"
included with this program. This set of

DeskMan/2™

by Development Technologies, Inc.

special forms "knows" which fields
require text, numeric data, dates, dollar
values, etc. Multiple choice and linked
fields aid in data selection. Multiple
choice fields display all options; linked
fields display all options when the user
taps on the field; clicking on a choice fills
in the field.

by Athena Design
Designed with objects to the core, Mesa
2 for 05/2 is a powerful, full-featured,
32-bit native 05/2 spreadsheet. It takes
advantage of 05/2 features, including
multi-threading, large memory size,
multi-tasking, drag & drop and the Object-oriented user interface. Includes
context- sensitive help, interoperability
with other 05/2 apps, 3D workbooks each with their own thread, graphing
capabilities, REXX scripting language
support, and so much more!
ATH22 MSRP $49-9:-ee ..... 18: $99.00

Indelible Blue
The Smart Place to Shop for OS/2
Tired of calling companies that are indifferent or downright hostile to 05/2
users? Then call us and find out why
our customers say we have the friendliest, most helpful people anywhere
around. And we use 05/2 every day!
VALU Qualified Remarketer
Save up to 65% on corporate purchases
of IBM software. Savings start at levels
as low as 100 licenses, so call for details!
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Need a Specialist for Your
LAN Server 4.0?
By Brooks Hickerson, Yuangeng (Gene) Huang, and Phil Steinbach

Help is on the way! LAN Server Specialist {LSS), a productivity aid
included with LAN Server (LS) 4. 0, provides a problem determination
tool for LS 4. 0 administrators. It gathers the problems, offers suggestions, and learns from each incident. This article describes the timely
operations of this handy tool, which is already available to you ifyou
have LAN Server 4. 0.
AN Server 4.0's LAN Server Specialist
(LSS) utility is a powerful problem
determination tool_that can help
local area network (LAN) administrators
quickly and easily determine the causes of
LAN failures and recommend actions. LSS
contains LSS Agents and an LSS Manager.
In a LAN domain, the Agents are installed
on each of the LAN Server (LS) servers
and requesters to be managed, and the
Manager is installed on the workstation
the LAN administrator uses to manage the
LAN domain (see Figure 1). LSS functions
assist administrators by providing:

L

■

A focal point for problem determination. LSS Agents receive errors, messages, and alerts issued by LAN
servers and requesters, then forward
them to the LSS Manager. The LSS
Manager provides a graphical user
interface (GUI) to review and manage
reported problems.

■

Automatic, real-time event correlation
and problem determination. LSS provides real-time event analysis and problem reports. Events resulting from the
same cause are combined in one problem report, which provides possible
causes and recommends fixes.

■

A tool to customize and continuously
improve the diagnostic capability of
LSS. LSS uses its knowledge of LA
Server error messages to analyze
events. A GUI knowledge-base editor
allows LSS administrators to customize
the diagnostic knowledge base so the
system's diagnostic capability is continuously improved.

The workstation's Status options are
Connected, Disconnected, and Broken.
Connected is the normal status. A workstation is in Disconnected status if it is
shut down (the machine is powered oft)
or the Agent has quit. A workstation is
in Broken status if it has logged off from
the domain.

LSS Operations
When you install an LSS Agent on the
workstation to be managed, an LSS folder
appears on the desktop with an LSS Agent
icon in it. Double click on the icon to start
the LSS Agent.

The Status Report Time indicates the last
time the workstation's status data was
updated. The Last Error Report Time
indicates the last time an error report was
received from that workstation.

When you install an LSS Manager on the
managing workstation (either a LAN
Server or a domain controller), an LSS
folder containing LSS Manager, LSS Agent,
LSS Editor, User's Guide, and README
icons appears on the desktop. Double
click on the LSS Manager icon to bring up
two consoles: the Machine Status Console
and the Problem Report Console. The
Machine Status Console displays the connectivity and operational status of each
Agent, and the Problem Report Console
displays the problems received from each
workstation.

You can perform several actions from the
Machine Status Console's menu bar. A
workstation can be paused, meaning the
Agent on that workstation is prevented
from sending events to the Manager. This
enables you to temporarily halt an Agent
that is flooding the network with error
messages. A paused workstation can be
brought back to normal operation by
polling it (inviting it to transmit).

Machine Status Console
All domain workstations with an installed
and running LSS Agent are listed in the
Machine Status Console (see Figure 2).
With LSS' auto-discovery capability, the
LSS Manager can find all active LSS Agents
in the domain when it starts, and LSS
Agents can find the LSS Manager when
they start. Thus LSS Manager and Agents
can be started and stopped independently; the Machine Status Console always
maintains a current list of Agents running
in the domain.
The Machine Status Console list shows
the Name, Status, Status Report Time,
and Last Error Report Time for each
workstation.

A workstation can also be deleted from
the workstation list. The deleted workstation's Agent is also prevented from
sending events to the Manager. A deleted
workstation can be brought back to
the workstation list by the Refresh
Discovery function .
The Heartbeat function detects workstations that are powered off abruptly.
With the Heartbeat function turned on,
the LSS Manager periodically polls workstations on the workstation list. If a
polled workstation does not answer, its
status is changed from Connected to
Disconnected. You can turn the LSS
Heartbeat function on or off and adjust
the frequency of the polling.

Problem Report Console
As its name indicates, the Problem Report
Console (see Figure 2) presents a list of
problem reports, including each problem's
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
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generic alert using code point information defined by IBM and stores it at a
generic alert receiver such as IBM's
NetView/6000. (For more information
about generic alerts, see IBM LAN Server

Problem Report
Correlated Events
Possible Causes
Recommended Actions

Version 4. 0 Problem Determination
Guide). An Unresolved Event indicates
that the knowledge base contains no
information or no conclusion can be
drawn. You can use the knowledge-base
editor to add details about events.
Time/ Date·indicates the time and date
that the problem occurred. Machine indicates where the problem occurred.
Problem Cause specifies the nature of
the problem.
LAN Requester

LAN Requester

From the problem report list, double
click on a line to see the detailed report
of a problem (see Figure 3). The detailed
problem report panel contains three
major sections:
LAN Server

■

Event(s) Correlated-contains a correlated list of events. The event's information includes date and time, ID, and
message text.

■

Possible Problem Cause(s)-contains a
list of possible causes including the
workstation where the problem
occurred and cause description.

■

Recommended Corrective Action(s)contains the corrective action to fix the
cause selected in the second section.
When a different cause is selected in
the cause section, the corresponding
corrective action is displayed here.

Figure 1. LSS Environment
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Figure 2. Machine Status Console and Problem Report Console

ID, Type, Time/Date, Machine, and
Problem Cause.
The problem report ID is an integer
assigned to a problem report.

Type includes Problem Report, Late
Problem Report, Generic Alert, and
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In addition to being listed in the Problem
Report Console, problem reports are
also logged into a flat ASCII problem
report file in \ IBMLSS \ FXECPD. LOG.

Unresolved Event. Problem Report indicates a "normal" problem report. A Late
Problem Report is a report that was
reported earlier but is updated when
new information is received. A Generic
Alert contains one event triggered by a
software probe. The First Failure Support
Technology (FFST) program creates a

The real power of LSS becomes apparent
as it allows LAN administrators to continually improve the knowledge base as
they gain more experience. LAN administrators can contribute their experience to
the LSS knowledge base by using the
knowledge-base editor to update causes
and recommended actions. Using the
knowledge-base editor results in several
advantages:
■

Newly identified causes can be added
to the knowledge base to continually
improve LSS' diagnostic ability.

ii
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■

■

Site-specific problem determination
information can be entered by LAN
administrators to customize the
problem-solving information.
LAN administrators can share their
accumulated problem-solving experiences through the knowledge base.

Consider the following simplified example: Error NET2140 (an internal LAN
software error) occurs and a new cause
(the network adapter hardware has
failed) is found. You can then take the
following actions:
■

Create the cause with the knowledgebase editor.

■

Associate NET2 I 40 with the new cause.

■

Create a recommended action: "call
John Smith at 9-1234 or page him at
555-4321."

■

Save the knowledge base.

If the NET2 l 40 error occurs again, the
cause, the network adapter hardware has
failed, and the recommended action, call

John Smith at9-1234 or page him at
555-4321, will be in the problem report.
The relationships between errors and
causes represented in the knowledge base
can be much more complex than this
example. Causes and actions can contain
variables, which take different values
based on the values in the incoming error

messages. The association between errors
and causes can also be "conditioned," i.e.,
only when some other error occurs will a
specific cause be associated with the
error. The online documentation gives a
detailed explanation for using the LSS
knowledge-base editor.
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Easy to Use
LSS has an online User's Guide that gives
an overall introduction to the system's
functions and a detailed description of
how to accomplish each task. The system
also has extensive online help to guide
you through each task.
You can find LSS on diskettes #3 and #4
of LAN Server 4.0 Productivity Aids and
install it directly on a server or across a
LAN to other servers and requesters. The
configuration/ installation/distribution
(CID)-enabled remote installation will
help you put LSS on a code server, then
remotely install LSS on each server and
workstation on the LAN. The information
file, README. LSS , describes the easy
installation steps.
You must install the First Failure Support
Technology (FFST) component of LS 4.0
on the managed workstation for the LSS
Agent to run. The Agent requires approximately 400 KB of hard-disk space; the
Manager requires approximately 3 MB of
hard-disk space.
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A LAN-Based Solution for Workgroup Applications

One-Stop Shopping
By Fred Castaneda
Now everything you need to get your local area network up and running, complete with app lication and p erformance monitoring service,
is available in one package-IBM's Advanced Server for Workgroups.
This article describes this product, its components, and the process
behind its ease of installation.
mplementing a workgroup computing
environment with a groupware
application-even with Lotus Notes,
which stands out as the present standard-has not always been the easiest task
to accomplish.

I

Whether the challenge was presented to
a local area network (LAN) administrator in a corporate enterprise or to a
value-added reseller, installing LAN software and workgroup applications was a
time-consuming task.
Well, times have changed. Enter the IBM
Advanced Server for Workgroups solution!
No, this is not a hardware PC server system-it's more like a software "bundle."
But it is not just a series of products or
part numbers thrown together and
shrink-wrapped in a single package.
The IBM Advanced Server for Workgroups
package is one of the first integrated
product solutions for the groupware environment. Announced in mid 1994, this
product brings together all the software
needed to get a workgroup operational.
It is available today in the United States
and Canada.
The package consists of four software
components:
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■

Server operating system-The package
contains IBM OS/ 2, complete with
Microsoft Windows 3.1 support for the
server environment.

■

Network operating system-IBM LAN
Server 4.0 Advanced is included, providing file server, print server, and
applications server capabilities to the
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server node. Six distributed features for
the server also come with the product.
Thus, different departments can share
DOS applications, Windows applications, and OS/ 2 applications from the
LAN server.
■

Groupware application envimnmentLotus Notes is the application environment that comes with Advanced Server
for Workgroups. In addition to a server
license for Lotus Notes in the OS/ 2
environment, the product also comes
with six additional client licenses. The

Lotus Notes installation can support
any mix of OS/ 2 clients and Windows
clients. The client code for both platforms comes on the same CD-ROM.
■

Load-balancing utility-IBM's System
Performance Monitor/ 2 2.0 rounds out
the Workgroups package. This product
enables the server to monitor use of
the fixed disk, processor, and memory.
It presents details graphically online as
well as saves log files that can be analyzed later to find the performance
bottlenecks. Add to this Theseus 2, a
detailed memory analyzer, and you
have a tool that can significantly help
in performance tuning.

Instead of just throwing together four
separate products into a box, IBM took

care to ensure that this product is as
"plug-and-play" as possible.

More Than Just Software
In addition to these four software components, the true added value comes in
the installation support and the packaging of Advanced Server for Workgroups,
which includes:
■

All software programs on CD-ROMs.

■

An introductory videotape, which gives
a brief product overview, a short
demonstration of the finished application environment, and a graphical view
of the installation process.

Customer Tested and Proven
The task of the "common installation"integrating four components into a
smooth step-by-step process-required that
the installation have one and only one
document: the Getting Started booklet.
This is a 75-page document; the first 40
pages are instructions for the installation,
and the remaining pages contain
appendixes plus hints and tips for the
groupware environment.

Usability Test
Three types of potential users thoroughly
tested the installation process in the IBM
Usability Test Lab in Austin:

■

An offer for savings on consulting services for Lotus Notes application development and implementation in the U.S.

■

LAN administrators whose time is spent
installing LANs, especially Novell
NetWare and IBM LAN Server

■

90 days of free customer service and
support from IBM (even for the Lotus
Notes component) through an IBM 800
number in the U.S.

■

Application programmers whose primary function does not include LAN
installations

■

One single, small, but powerful installation booklet, considered by some industry analysts to be the most valuable
part of the product.

This "common installation guide," officially called Getting Started, provides a
detailed, step-by-step approach to the
installation of all the software components, from the server to all the clients.
By following the instructions in this
"cookbook," the LAN administrator can
save the several days that it previously
took to integrate and test the pieces of
the network. Now, in just a few hours,
the groupware environment is ready for
productive use.
This installation guide allows Advanced
Server for Workgroups to be a pre-packaged, pre-configured, and pre-tested
product with everything needed for a
six-user workgroup environment. The
configuration supports both Token-Ring
and Ethernet networks. The installation
guide includes a case study, complete with
worksheets and a default set of naming
conventions.
In a product review, James T. Norman,
contributing editor for Andrew Seybold's
Outlook on Professional Computing,
says the Advanced Server for Workgroups
provides ".. .a powerful workgroup computing solution in a single box at a
good price." 1

■

sequence of instructions and typing
commands at the command line, the user
is presented with a graphical user interface in an object-oriented environment,
enabling icons and objects to be "dragged
and dropped." The user only fills in the
blanks or selects the items for naming
conventions and other network information. With just a few clicks of a mouse
on the installation screens, the whole
installation is complete-from the server
to the redirected download of code to
the clients.
This is IBM LAN Systems' objective
for future versions of this product and
its derivatives in the world of serverbased integrated products that provide
customer solutions.

Fred Castaneda is
a marketing brand
manager for workgroup server products in IBM's
Personal Software
Products Division in
Austin , Texas. He is
responsible for
product requirements, merchandising, marketing, and
worldwide market support for the
Advanced Server for Workgroups product. In his 17 years with IBM, he has
worked in AIX technical support, PC
applications marketing support, PC software product planning , as well as other
support areas. He holds a BA and an
MBA degree from Loyola University of
Los Angeles.

Novice users (that is, those with only
DOS and Windows experience)

Based on comments and suggestions from
the customers testing the process, the
installation guide went through many
revisions, resulting in a Getting Started
booklet created by the potential users.

Certification
In addition to the usability test for
the installation, the product also underwent a certification process in the IBM
Integration and Test Laboratory in
Austin. The seal on the back of the box
states that the product has been "tested
and approved for IBM LAN Systems." This
means that this product passed many
hours of installation tests, compliance
tests, compatibility tests, and execution
tests to ensure its reliability in real-world
environments.
The tests are not limited to IBM products;
other software manufacturers also use the
Integration and Test Lab to certify their
software products.

What's Next?
Today IBM Advanced Server for Workgroups provides the common installation
process described in this article.
Future requirements for the product
include the process known as "integrated
installation." Integrated installation
means that instead of following a

1

Andrew Seybold's Outlook on Professional
Computing, Pinecrest Press, Inc., Brookdale, CA,
Vol. 12, No . 12, July 1994, pp. 21 -22.
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oS/2®

On October 11, 1994, IBM introduced OS/2 Warp Version 3, the next
evolution of its premier 32-bit operating system. As its name implies,
OS/2 Warp is fast and full of state-ofthe-art features. This article
describes the new features of OS/2 Warp, including performance
enhancements, installation enhancements, usability improvements,
printing enhancements, new applications, and more. Read on, and see
what it's like to operate at Warp speed!
S/ 2 Warp Version 3, the eighth release of IBM's award-winning 32-bit
OS/ 2 operating system, continues the tradition of running DOS better
than DOS, Windows better than Windows, and OS/ 2 better than previous versions of OS/ 2. OS/ 2 Warp builds on the mature, stable environment
that comes from years of refining the OS/ 2 operating system.

0

You can run OS/ 2 Warp on an entry-level computer system, typically 386 or
above, with 4 MB of RAM.
Although OS/ 2 Warp is targeted
for the home and small business
user, all users can benefit from
its great performance, new function, and outstanding BonusPak
applications.

Edward Duhe '
IBM Corporation
Roanoke , Texas

This article outlines what is
new in OS/ 2 Warp, focusing on
the enhancements and changes
in OS/ 2 itself. Also, it briefly
describes the applications
included in the OS/ 2 BonusPak
that comes with OS/ 2 Warp.
The BonusPak is an exciting
addition to OS/ 2; it gives you
full-function business and productivity applications and outstanding connectivity applications that will connect you to
the information superhighway.

Two 0S/2 Warp Products
OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 is available today, and OS/ 2 Warp
Version 3 with WIN-OS/ 2 will be
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available in the first quarter of 1995. The
only difference between these two products is how you get support for running
Windows applications.
With OS/ 2 Warp Version 3, you must have
Windows installed on your computer to
run Windows applications on the OS/ 2
Desktop. OS/ 2 Warp dynamically links
into your Windows code, when needed, to
run your Windows applications.
OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 with WIN-OS/ 2 does
not require Windows to run Windows
applications. This version comes with

-

WIN-OS/ 2, which provides the support for
Windows applications.
Both of these products can be installed in
three different environments that provide
different capabilities.
■

No operating system previously
installed: If you install OS/ 2 Warp
Version 3 on a computer that does not
already have an operating system
installed, you will be able to run both
DOS and OS/ 2 applications on the OS/ 2
Desktop. If you install OS/ 2 Warp
Version 3 with WIN-OS/ 2, you will be
able to run DOS, OS/ 2, and Windows
applications on the OS/ 2 Desktop.

■

DOS previously installed: Either OS/ 2
Warp Version 3 or OS/ 2 Warp Version 3
with WIN-OS/ 2 can be installed on a
computer that already has DOS 3.3 or
higher installed. OS/ 2 Warp will automatically install the Dual Boot feature
in this environment. This feature
enables you to boot your computer to
run either native DOS or OS/ 2.
If you install OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 in
this environment, you can run both
DOS and OS/ 2 applications on the
OS/ 2 Desktop. If you install OS/ 2
Warp Version 3 with WIN-OS/ 2 in this
environment, you can run DOS, OS/ 2,
and Windows applications on the
OS/ 2 Desktop.

■

DOS and Windows previously installed:

Client will include OS/ 2 Warp Version 3
with WIN-OS/ 2, the OS/ 2 Warp BonusPak,
plus LAN Server Requester, NetWare
Requester, LAN Distance Remote, System
Performance Monitor/ 2 (SPM/ 2), and
many other features designed for the
connected user.

Enhanced Performance
OS/ 2 Warp has been re-engineered to
appeal to a much larger audience,
including users of entry systems-those
that are typically found in the home or
small-business environment. These systems usually have few resources, including limited memory. The re-engineering
of OS/ 2 focused on accommodating these
entry systems.

Reduced Memory Requirements
One main design focus was performance
and system requirements. When OS/ 2 2.x
was announced, the minimum system
requirement was stated as 4 MB of RAM.
Although it was possible to run OS/ 2 2.x
in 4 MB, the performance was, for the
most part, unsatisfactory. By adding
just 2 MB of RAM to your 4 MB OS/ 2 2.x
system, you could gain significant
performance advantages.
You will find that OS/ 2 Warp's performance on an entry-level 4 MB system is
comparable to OS/ 2 2.ll 's performance
on the same system with 6 MB.

This is the environment for which OS/2
Warp Version 3 was really designed. By
installing OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 on top of
DOS and Windows, you will be able to
run DOS, Windows, and OS/2 applications on the OS/ 2 Desktop. You will also
be able to take advantage of the Dual
Boot feature to run in a native DOS plus
Windows environment.

Even on computers with 8 MB, 16 MB,
32 MB, or more of RAM, you will still see
a faster-running system under OS/ 2 Warp.
On a high-memory system, OS/ 2 Warp's
windows pop up faster, the populating of
objects in a folder is faster, and the
system runs more efficiently overall.

OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 installs over
Windows 3.1 , Windows 3.11 , Windows
for Workgroups 3.1 , and Windows for
Workgroups 3.11.

With its increased performance and
decreased system requirements, OS/ 2
Warp is an excellent operating system
choice for most personal computers
shipping today.

OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 with WIN-OS/ 2
will also install in this environment,
giving you the same capabilities
described for OS/ 2 Warp Version 3.
Also scheduled to be available during
the first quarter of 1995 is OS/ 2 Warp
Version 3 LAN Client. This member of
the OS/2 family is targeted at the LAN
connected user. OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 LAN

Tuned-Up 32-Bit Window
Management
The OS/ 2 Warp developers have extensively reprogrammed and tuned the OS/ 2
kernel so that the system operates more
responsively. Even though the kernel
requires fewer system resources to run,
it does not lack any features found in
earlier kernels.

Performance gains were achieved by
rewriting the OS/ 2 window-management
system (PM-WIN) as 32-bit code and combining several of the PM-WIN dynamic
link libraries (DLLs).
The 16-bit version of PM-WIN was a performance bottleneck, because on either
side of the 16-bit PM-WIN component
were the 32-bit shell (PMSHELL) and the
32-bit graphics engine (PMGRE). This scenario caused a large amount of "thunking" (converting 32-bit addresses to 16bit, and vice versa) between the 32-bit
components and the 16-bit PM-WIN.
Merging PMWIN.DLL with PMGRE.DLL and
PMSHAP I. DLL into a single DLL called
PMMERGE. DLL improved PM-WIN's performance as well. The logic is that the fewer
DLLs required for the PM-WIN function,
the less overhead required.

Improved Paging Subsystem
The paging subsystem was tuned to
improve performance. It now uses
memory more efficiently so that the
most frequently used pages are in
memory when needed. This reduces the
amount of paging or swapping to disk,
thereby reducing the overhead and time
necessary to perform paging.

Enhanced Workplace Shell
The Workplace Shell includes performance
enhancements, particularly during loading. The time it takes to populate folders,
open objects, and load applications is
faster than in earlier versions of OS/ 2.
There is now a fast-load option for
Windows applications. In OS/ 2 2.x, when
loading a Windows application, DOS was
loaded first, then a Windows kernel, and
finally the application. Once your first
Windows application was running, and if
you were using a shared Windows kernel,
the next Windows application would load
more quickly. This happened because DOS
and the shared Windows kernel were
already loaded by the first application.
With the new fast-load option enabled in
the WIN-OS/ 2 Settings notebook, OS/ 2
Warp starts an OS/ 2 Windows session at
startup. This OS/ 2 Windows session does
not show up in the window list but is
used by Windows applications that are
started from the Desktop, allowing them
to load more quickly. Windows programs
that are set to run in a separate OS/ 2
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY /FEBRUARY 1995
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user perspectives: a new user to OS/ 2, a
user who is already familiar with Windows,
and (for the expert user) some advanced
tips from OS/2

Changing Colors

1.

OS/2 ~asics

Double- click on OS/2
System .

8pplications

2.

Double- click on Sys1em

Setup.

Qbjects

3.

Double- cli ck on Color
Palette .

Customizing

4.

About t:ielp

Using mouse button 2. drag
the desired color to the area that
you want ·to change . Notice that
the mouse pointer changes to a
paint bucket. Then release the
mou se button .

Playing _Games
Jndex

If you want to
on Practice .

try this now. click

]:ractice
Qoit!

0S/2

j~se the Color Palette (Mixed or Solid) to change the colors on the Desktop , the
titles of objects and folders, and parts of windows (for example, scroll bars ,
_buttons, the background , and the title bar).

I
........;____.I

_

_sj-2.J
Beturn

!
I

Figure 3. 0S/2 Tutorial

Figure 4. The 0S/2 Warp Desktop and LaunchPad

The Tutorial has features such as the
"Practice" button and the "Do it" button
(see Figure 3). With these buttons, you
can practice what the Tutorial is teaching
you, as well as actually perform that
function from within the Tutorial.
For example, if you are in the color customization section of the Tutorial, and
you select the practice button, the
Tutorial takes you back to your Desktop
and displays a window with step-by-step
instructions for getting to the color
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palette, changing colors, and getting back
to the Desktop. To return to the Tutorial,
just select the return button displayed
with the step-by-step instructions. If you
select the "Do it" button, the Tutorial
brings up the color palette and allows you
to drag and drop colors on your objects.
To return to the Tutorial, just select the
return button, and you will be right back
where you were.
Another nice Tutorial feature is that it
provides information from several different

Alt+F2
Alt+F2 provides valuable information
when troubleshooting problems on your
system. When you press Alt+F2 while the
white area is on the screen, the system
displays real-time information as the
system boots.
As device drivers are loaded, the
DEVICE statements are displayed at the
bottom of the screen. This enables you to
see the last driver executed if the system
hangs while processing the CON FIG. SYS
file. The last driver displayed is probably
the one causing your boot problem. Now
you can take steps to remove or correct
that driver.

Enhanced Formatting
OS/ 2 Warp now supports fast File
Allocation Table (FAT) formatting. Fast format, which is activated with the /0
option on a FORMAT statement, deletes the
File Allocation Table and boot sectors
without actually scanning the disk for bad
sectors. As a result, the fast format completes in a fraction of the time of a regular format. Fast format is the default when
formatting hard-disk drives, because
today's hard disks seldom have any bad
sectors. Diskette formatting defaults to the
regular format. Fast format should only be
used on diskettes that have already been
formatted with the regular format that
scans its sectors.

Enhanced Workplace Shell
The Workplace Shell's Desktop now has a
new look (see Figure 4). The default colors are bright rather than gray as in earlier versions of OS/ 2. The icons have been
redesigned in three-dimensional color, giving the desktop a spiffier look. Some of
the icons are animated. For example,
when you open a folder, the icon changes
from a closed folder to an open folder, as
shown in Figure 6. An open folder is still
cross-hatched to show that it is open, but
the animation provides another visual
clue to the state of an object.
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In OS/ 2 Warp, the Settings option has
been moved to the primary pop-up window, right under the Open option, making
it quicker and easier to access. An even
easier way to bring up an object's Settings
notebook is to hold down the Alt key and
double-click mouse button 1 on the object.

Automatic Migration
OS/ 2 has a database containing settings
for hundreds of applications. OS/ 2 2.x
required you to select the Migrate
Applications program to scan your drives
and to match applications with the proper
settings, thus adding them to your
Desktop. In OS/ 2 Warp, this process is
automatic when you add applications
through a program template. If you drag a
program template to the Desktop, then
enter the name of the program to execute,
OS/ 2 Warp automatically tries to match it
to the database. If a match is found, all
the settings defined for that application
are loaded for your program object.

Figure 6. Animated Icons in 0S/2 Warp

have "picked up" the object, point to
where you would like the object placed,
and press mouse button 2. This displays a
Drop selection on a pop-up menu.
You can use the pickup function without
having to go to the pop-up menus by
using the following key combinations:
■

Alt+mouse button 2 to pick up

■

Shift+mouse button 2 to drop/move

■

Ctrl+mouse button 2 to drop/ copy

■

Ctrl+Shift+mouse button 2 to drop/
create shadow

Sort

Color Palette

The OS/ 2 Workplace Shell lets you sort
the contents of your Desktop or folder. In
previous versions of OS/ 2, you were able
to sort the objects by name, type, real
name, size, last write date, and last access
date. OS/ 2 Warp now lets you also sort
the objects by creation date and time.

Two color palettes are available in OS/ 2
Warp. The default color palette is 16 solid
colors, and a 256-color palette is available
for systems with SVGA display resolution.

Find and Include
Workplace Shell's find capability has
been greatly enhanced. It is now much
simpler and much faster. You can specify
extensive criteria for including or excluding objects. OS/ 2 Warp adds Object title,
Object style, Object class, Read-only flag,
Hidden flag, System flag, Directory flag,
Archived flag, Subject, Comment, Key
phrase, History, and Extended attribute
size to the existing OS/ 2 2.x criteria for
include and find. You can also save the
objects found as shadows or just view
them in the find container. Find is now
in its own thread, so it doesn't restrict
you from doing something else while
it is running.

Settings Pop-Up Menu

Pickup and Drop

To access an object's Settings notebook in
previous versions of OS/ 2 you had to
press mouse button 2 while the pointer
was on the object, then select the arrow
next to the Open option on the pop-up
window. This caused another window to
cascade; from there you could select the
Settings notebook.

The new pickup and drop feature in OS/ 2
Warp allows you to drag and drop an
object without having to hold down the
mouse button in the process. When you
single-click mouse button 2 while the
pointer is on the object, the object's popup menu is displayed. From this pop-up
menu you can select Pickup. Once you
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Closed Folder Open Folder

Enhanced Folder/Desktop Setting
In OS/ 2 Warp, you can control the settings for icon text and the background
for folders and the Desktop through the
View tab in the Settings notebook (see
Figure 7). You can change the font used
for the icon text by dragging and dropping a font from the font palette or using
the Change Font button in the notebook.
You can specify icon text color, set the
text to be visible or not, and set the icon
text background to transparent or nontransparent. Using a non-transparent setting shows the icon text on top of a
"slab," thus making the icon text visible
and readable when displayed on top of a
busy background bitmap.
The background bitmap can now be specified as part of a scheme that can be used
to change the look of the Desktop or a
folder. There is a preview area on both
the View and Background page of the
Settings notebook. The View preview area
can accept a drop from the color palette
and the font palette. The Background preview area can accept a drop from the
color palette or from a bitmap object in a
folder. The Lockup settings preview area
in the Desktop Settings notebook will also

accept a drop from the color palette or
from a bitmap object.

:: ID

~iew

Schemes
Included with OS/ 2 Warp are 28
redesigned schemes in the Scheme palette.
These schemes have separate settings for
the Desktop folder and any other folder.
This allows you to create a scheme that
you can drag and drop to the Desktop
while holding the Alt key, changing your
entire system's appearance. For example,
you can specify a background bitmap and
icon text background color for your
Desktop but not for its folders.

Include
Sort

Background
Menu
tile
Icon view
Format
Flowed

Icon display - - - . . , ,
!i Normal size

[ './ Non -flowed

'./ Small size

!.I Non-grid

Invisible

Window

I

.General
Lockup
Archive
Qesktop

~hange font .. .

System Pointers
OS/ 2 Warp gives you the capability to
change the system pointers. These pointers can be changed individually or in sets.
OS/ 2 Warp comes with four sets of pointers you can choose from, or you can create your own. Pointers are specified in
the Settings notebook for the mouse.
Undo Arrange
A common situation in previous versions
of OS/ 2 was the accidental arrangement
of the Desktop. Many users had customized the arrangement of icons on
the desktop in a way other than the
system's default arrangement. Accidentally choosing the Arrange option in the
Desktop's pop-up menu caused your icons
to be placed (arranged) into rows at the
top of your screen. After that, you had to
re-customize your Desktop to your liking.
In OS/ 2 Warp, whenever the Arrange
option is selected, you are given an
Unarrange option in the pop-up menu
to restore your customized Desktop
arrangement.
Enhanced Folder Open/Close
The "Folder automatic close" setting
allows you to specify that a folder automatically close when an object contained
within that folder is opened. Using this
feature can help you keep your Desktop
from getting cluttered with numerous
open folders .
This option can be set as the system
default on page 2 of 3 in the System
Settings notebook; it can also be set on
page 2 of 2 in the Settings notebook for
an individual folder.
Settings options are: (1) Never automatically close the folder; (2) Close the
folder when opening a subfolder only, or

-C~ange tex:.':_~~o~.:.:_:_ J
Change bkgnd color ...
~ Iransparent bkgnd

Qefaul~j

Help
View - Page 1 of3 • •

Figure 7. View Tab in Desktop and Folder Settings Notebooks

(3) Automatically close the folder when
any object in the folder is opened.
"Open parent," a new pop-up menu
option, has been added to the folder
objects. This option provides a convenient
way to re-open the (parent) folder that
contains the (child) folder that you are
currently viewing.

Enhanced Printing
Printing performance is enhanced by a
new 32-bit printing subsystem. The graphics engine, print spooler, and most print
drivers are now 32-bit.
The PRINTOx. SYS parallel port device
driver now defaults to using a polling system instead of interrupts on an ISA system. Polling can eliminate some problems
with hardware IRQ incompatibilities,
enabling the use of printer-sharing
devices and some I/0 boards, as well as
freeing up interrupts 5 and 7 for use by
other devices.
Polling increases throughput performance
by eliminating the CPU overhead of an
interrupt context switch for each byte
printed. Polling can be disabled by placing the /I RO switch on the PRI NTOx. SYS
driver in the CONFIG. SYS file. If OMA is
enabled for the port, then the interrupt
method will be used by default.

OS/ 2 Warp has a new OMNI. ORV print
driver. This driver encapsulates all
Paintjet, Deskjet, and Epson print drivers.
The OMNI driver takes full advantage of
the new Soft Draw function for rasterizing
bitmaps, increasing the performance and
quality of output for these printers.

Enhanced Mobile Computing
OS/ 2 Warp has new and enhanced
features to address the mobile computing
environment and its unique characteristics.

Plug and Play for PCMCIA
Plug and Play lets you add and remove
Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association (PCMCIA)
devices without powering down or
rebooting your system (see Figure 8).
For example, you may have a Token-Ring
adapter installed in your PCMCIA slot,
but now you want to dial up a bulletin
board system (BBS). You can remove the
Token-Ring adapter and install your
PCMCIA modem; the system automatically
removes the Token-Ring adapter from the
configuration and recognizes and
configures the newly inserted modem.
You can also specify a program to run
when a particular device is inserted.
Continuing with our example, you can
configure your system to automatically
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
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drivers, you must use Selective Install to
change resolutions. OS/ 2 Warp has
enhanced support for CD-ROM drives,
including proprietary, small computer systems interface (SCSI), and ATA Packet
Interface (ATAPI) drives.
Selective Install

Mouse

for PCMCIA

Device Driver Install

New DOS/Windows Settings
OS/ 2 Warp has several new DOS/Windows
settings.

Plu

Touch_Exc l us i ve_Access is a dynamic
setting that enables a DOS window session to detect your position anywhere
on the screen. Turn this setting on
when a touch application is not
responding properly.
The new WIN_ATM setting loads ATM 2.5
font support when a Windows session
is started. If you don't need this support,
it is best to turn it off and conserve
the memory.

Figure 8. Plug and Play for PCMCIA
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Figure 9. Comet Cursor

start HyperACCESS communications software when you install your modem.

Comet Cursor
Another new feature addresses a problem
experienced by users of laptop computers
with liquid crystal display (LCD) screenslosing the mouse pointer. To address this
problem, OS/ 2 Warp not only lets you
change your mouse pointer to something
bigger or more visible but also provides a
comet cursor. The comet cursor gives your
mouse pointer a customizable tail, as
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Sess i on_Pri ority has been added for
DOS sessions. This priority can be helpful
when trying to run timing-critical programs such as communications programs.
The default Sessi on_Pri ori ty value is
1, with a maximum value of 32. All DOS
sessions run in a regular class priority,
and a setting of 32 is the highest priority
within the regular class .

shown in Figure 9. As you move your
mouse pointer across your Desktop, a tail
follows the pointer, making it very visible.

OS/ 2 Warp can save and load the DOS and
Windows settings to or from an encoded
file. (The file is actually an ASCII file that
is encoded with variables that represent
the DOS/Windows settings and the value
to which each of the settings should be
set.) Saving the settings makes it easier to
troubleshoot a user's problem, because
the user can save his/her settings and
send you that file. You can then load the
file onto your system, knowing that you
have the same settings as the user. If your
settings are set correctly for a particular
DOS or Windows application, you can use
the load feature to easily propagate those
settings to another computer.

Increased Hardware Support
OS/ 2 Warp now ships with drivers for
more than 80 different video cards,
including many popular video accelerator
cards. You can change the resolution of
these video-accelerated drivers by using
the Screen tab of the System Settings
notebook. For existing non-accelerated

Enhanced Windows Support
Windows support has been extended to
include Windows 3.11 , Windows for
Workgroups, and Win32s 1.1 support.
Peer-to-peer services in Windows for
Workgroups and VxD services are not
supported.

Performance of Windows sessions in OS/2
Warp has been enhanced by optimizing
the kernel and memory allocation. OS/2
Warp now supports popular audio cards
in the Windows sessions. This allows you
to run your Windows sound-enabled
applications under OS/ 2.

Online Documentation
OS/ 2 Warp comes with several information (INF) files that tell you how to get
the most from your system. These files
include Application Considerations,
Command Reference, Multimedia,
Performance Considerations, Printing in
OS/ 2, REXX Information, and Windows
Programs in OS/ 2. These files are located
in the Information folder, which also
contains the Master Help Index and
the Glossary.

0S/2 Warp BonusPak
Previous versions of OS/ 2 contained small
applications (called applets) in the
Productivity folder. These "no frills" charting, database, and spreadsheet applications let you do the basics. Most of the
applications previously found in the
Productivity folder have been replaced in
OS/2 Warp by a much more robust set of
applications known as the BonusPak.
The BonusPak is a collection of productivity and connectivity applications that can
provide you with everything you need to
use your system immediately. This valuepacked suite of applications includes standard business applications, state-of-the-art
multimedia capabilities, and connection
capability to the information superhighway. Let's look at what is included in the
OS/ 2 Warp BonusPak.

Figure 10. Multimedia Viewer

can be printed alone or integrated into
other IBM Works documents.
■

IBM Works' powerful database can
organize both text and graphical information. The database can also import
and export information in several
different formats .

■

IBM Works' Report Writer produces
customized reports from the IBM Works
database as well as from dBASE-compatible databases.

■

A full-function word processor with
many advanced features like merge
printing, table support, and graphics
support, as well as most functions
found in full, commercial word
processors.

■

A full-function spreadsheet with features that can address many types of
applications. The Chart application
takes the numbers in the spreadsheet
and produces a variety of charts that

As you can see, IBM Works offers a
wide array of function-rich applications
that you can use to get organized and
productive right away.

Person to Person for 0S/2

■

For managing your time, the IBM Works
Personal Information Manager (PIM)
includes features like an appointment
book, monthly planner, calendar, to-do
list, phone and address book, contact
list, notepad, and an event monitor
with alarm.

■

To address your communications needs,
IBM Works includes two types of
communications applications:

IBM Person to Person for OS/ 2 (P2P) provides a way for users at up to six different
workstations, located in different places,
to collaborate. Essentially, this application
enables desktop conferencing. All participating workstations are linked via a data
link (modem, LAN, ISDN, or Internet), and
data is placed in a shared clipboard that
can be modified in real time. Participants
can also converse via phone if they have a
separate phone line or correspond via the
keyboard in a "chat" mode and send data
between the systems. With P2P, you can
work together without being together.

- FaxWorks for OS/ 2 allows you to create faxes by printing from OS/2, DOS,
and Windows applications. This 32bit fax software sends and receives
faxes of unlimited length and prints
faxes on any OS/2 printer. Other features include viewing faxes via
drag-and-drop and printing in a variety of resolutions and orientations.

Included in the OS/ 2 Warp BonusPak is
CompuServe Information Manager (CIM),
an object-oriented user interface for
CompuServe. This quick, easy-to-use front
end allows you to access, sort, and utilize
the online information and services efficiently, getting the most out of your
CompuServe connection.

- HyperACCESS Lite is an easy-to-use,
object-oriented, 32-bit communications program that you can use to

OS/ 2 Warp BonusPak includes a
Presentation Manager application that

IBM Works
Designed to meet the needs of a wide
variety of users, IBM Works includes a set
of productivity tools and application programs that can benefit corporate and
home users alike. IBM Works includes:

operate your modem and connect to
other PCs, BBSs, and more.

CompuServe Information Manager

Syslnfo
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both IBM's Ultimotion and Indeo AVI
(audio visual interactive) formats for storing video files. These files can then be
played back on your OS/ 2 Warp system.

Internet Connection for 0S/2

~
Application
Templates

~

'ti

□

NewsReader/2

Uttimed1a

Internet
Utilities

Mo.il/2'lite'

~
READ ME FIRST

lnbodudlontothe
IBM Internet Connection

IBM Internet
Dialer

•

...,..

~
Retneve

Gopher

Software Updotes

□

I8Mln1ernet

Customer SeMces

The Internet Connection for OS/ 2 is a
complete software package that gives you
access to the Internet's vast resources (see
Figure 11). Its easy-to-use, "one-button"
registration with Advantis will get you
connected and online quickly. Also supported are other Internet providers that
support a Single-Line Interface Protocol
(SLIP) connection.
The IBM Internet Connection consists of
several applications to put you on the
information superhighway:
■ Ultimail Lite

provides an easy-to-use
electronic mail application. Ultimail
Lite supports the Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extension (MIME) protocol, which
enables multimedia mail such as video
and audio clips.

Figure 11 . The Internet Connection for 0S/2
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■

The Internet Connection Gopher Client
provides a Presentation Manager-based
graphical interface to Internet gopher
servers. Gopher enables you to locate,
display, and download files to or from
the Internet.

■

If there is a system on the Internet that
you would like to access via a terminal
emulator, TelnetPM will allow you to
log on as a VTl00, VT220, or ANSI
terminal.

■ PMANT is

a Presentation Manager application that supports 3270 terminal emulation for accessing an Internet host.

• P.ress releases about OSI? Warp
• Our custnmers say the nicest things
• Warped stories frnm some nf nut customers

• OSI? Warp at o glance

.

~

■

If you would like to upload or download files from the Internet, FTPPM provides a Presentation Manager application that supports the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP).

■

There are many forums or newsgroups
on the Internet where you may want
to exchange ideas. With NewsReader/ 2,
you can access newsgroups and post
items.

■

One of the most exciting applications
included with the IBM Internet
Connection is the WebExplorer (see
Figure 12). WebExplorer is a World
Wide Web browser that gives you an
easy-to-use, point-and-click, multimedia
navigational tool for accessing the vast
resources of the Internet.

• IBM Works (a G!F image)

Current URL: http)Twww.austin.ibm,com/pspiflfo/os2.html

Figure 12 . WebExplorer (Multimedia Front Encl for Internet)

gathers and displays your system's hardware and software configurations. Sysinfo
was designed primarily for use on IBM
systems, but many features will work on
other manufacturers' systems. The information gathered can be saved in a file or
viewed online.

Multimedia Viewer
IBM's Multimedia Viewer (see Figure 10)
is an object-oriented tool that organizes
and manages your multimedia audio,
video, and image files . Multimedia Viewer
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displays thumbnails-miniature pictures of
files-making it very easy to identify the
contents of a file. Multimedia Viewer can
associate programs to process the files. By
double-clicking on the thumbnail frame,
you can use these associated programs to
play audio, view an image, or play a video
segment directly from the thumbnail.

Video IN
With OS/ 2 Warp, you can capture digital
video and compress the data into files on
your hard-disk drive. Video IN supports

The World Wide Web is officially
described as a "wide-area hypermedia
information retrieval initiative aiming
to give universal access to a large
universe of documents." It means
that, by using a Web browser like
WebExplorer, you have a consistent
means to access a variety of files using
a variety of protocols.

A New Level of Excitement
OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 brings OS/ 2 to
a new level-a very full-function,

exciting, mature, and stable 32-bit operating system that is available for you to
take advantage of today. With its full
operating system and its complete set of
applications, OS/2 Warp Version 3 is an
incredible value.
For more information about OS/2 Warp,
contact your IBM representative, connect
to the IBM Personal Software Home Page
on the Internet at
http://www.austin.ibm.com/
pspi nfo/, or call (800) 992-4777.

Edward Duhe' is a
marketing support
representative in
the IBM Personal
Systems Competency Center in
Roanoke, Texas.
He provides technical support for
LAN Distance and
OS/2. Edward joined IBM in 1987 as a
systems engineer in South Louisiana.
He has a BS degree in Business
Administration from Louisiana State
University and can be reached via
Internet at eduhe@vnet. i bm. com.
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numbers of CPUs. The Monitor utility is
located in the Productivity folder. There
are no other changes or additions to
icons, folders, or any other objects.

Performance Improvements
CPU power increases each time an additional processor is installed in the computer; however, CPU performance does
not increase by 100% with each additional processor. Disk drives, video, and other
hardware components do not run any
faster. Thus, actions that require writing
to the disk or updating the screen operate
at the same speed as before.
Depending on the types of applications
running, you can expect between a 30%
and 90% improvement per additional
processor. For example, in a four-processor configuration, a CPU-intensive application may see as much as a 300% performance improvement, whereas a more
disk-intensive application may see "only"
a 200% improvement. These numbers
work out to be improvements of 75%
per processor for the CPU-intensive
application and 50% per processor for the
disk-intensive program.

Processor Caches
Beyond its increased raw CPU power, SMP
has other attractive benefits. Caching is a
technique that is employed in both hardware and software to increase performance. Symmetric multiprocessors dramatically increase the effectiveness of the
various caches.
Each 80386-or-higher processor has a
Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), which
is a hardware cache that contains information for translating virtual storage
addresses to real storage addresses.
(Virtual addresses must be translated into
real addresses in order to process data in
the system's memory.) The TLB of these
processors keeps the most recent page
translation addresses in cache, so that
every time the processor needs to translate a linear address into a physical
address, it does not have to access the
Page Directory and Page Table, which
reside in much slower memory.
Because this cache is small, the more
unique entries it encounters, the less
effective it is. A single-threaded application makes use of only one TLB and often
causes thrashing within the TLB.

Processor ONLlt·IE/OFFLIUE Status Selection
Vou can change the status of each processor
from the following steps:
1. Use your mouse or keyboard to highlight
the desired processor In the listbox.

lnfo,malion

2. Use the Enter key to toggle the status.
3. Select 'OI<' to apply the changes.

Processorf sl
o:,; I ·;t 1fJ l:f,i,iTtor
g.'aph Mode ~tatus .Qptions

CPU 1
CPU 2

ONLINE
ONLINE

l

~

I
OI(

CANCEL

Figure 1. Dynamically Turning Processors On and Off

However, with multiple processors, each
CPU has its own TLB, so multithreaded
applications will make use of n TLBs
(where n is the number of threads and
processors available).
In addition to the TLB cache, these
processors contain Level 1 (Ll) caches
and even Level 2 (L2) caches. The same
advantages are applicable here, but to a
greater degree.

Monitoring Tools
The Pegasus Resource Monitor for SMP
from On Demand Software & Services,
Inc. is currently the only tool available
for monitoring the performance of
a system running OS/ 2 for SMP. The
Pegasus Resource Monitor for SMP
monitors and graphs critical system
resources such as processor CPU utilization, memory utilization, and swap
information. It also records working-set
data, displays thread details, and has
process-kill capabilities. The data
collected by Pegasus can be exported
to database and spreadsheet applications
for further analysis.
The Pegasus Tools package, which comes
bundled with Pegasus Resource Monitor
for SMP, is a very useful set of post-processing utilities. These utilities provide
an easy-to-use interface for analyzing the
data collected during monitoring.

Figure 2 shows Pegasus monitoring
system activity, application activity, and
disk 1/ 0. The system activity session provides a global view of each CPU's activity,
swap information, cache, and RAM utilization. The application activity session
shows all the processes running on the
CPU, as well as the threads that make up
those processes. If, for example, you select
the OU ERYMGR. EXE process (which is
using 16% of the CPU), it will display its
three threads and show how much CPU
utilization each thread uses. Finally, the
1/0 activity session shows disk utilization
for all your hard-disk drives.

Software Performance
DOS, Windows, and OS/ 2 applications perform better in an SMP environment than
in a single-processor environment. OS/ 2
for SMP allocates all jobs-whether DOS,
Windows, or OS/ 2-to the next available
processor, with the least-burdened processor always getting the next job. Therefore,
the poorest DOS program gets as much
benefit from multiprocessing as any single-threaded OS/ 2 program gets, although
neither one benefits nearly as much as a
heavily multithreaded OS/ 2 program.
Multithreaded applications speed up the
most under OS/ 2 for SMP. The kernel
automatically dispatches multiple threads
to all the available processors. Thus, just
as 10 single-threaded programs can be
sent to 10 different processors (or divided
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
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They do not replace semaphores.

■

They cannot yield the CPU or issue
application program interfaces (APis).

■

Page faults will release the spinlock.

■

Subsystems and device drivers using
new API/DevHLPs can create, acquire,
release, and free spinlocks to properly
serialize their resources.

■

Spinlocks are used only with 16-bit subsystems and device drivers, not with
32-bit applications.

■

The kernel itself uses spinlocks internally, for example, when scheduling
priority queues.
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Figure 2. Pegasus Resource Monitor

among however many there are), one program with 10 threads will be "spread"
across those same 10 processors, producing many times the performance of running the same application on a single-processor system. While a single-threaded
program is limited to 100% of one processor, a multithreaded program might use
(for example) 30% of each processor,
accessing far more total CPU cycles than
a single processor could provide.
CPU-intensive applications such as
database, multimedia, and enhanced
graphics programs will benefit the most
by running on SMP systems. These programs, which use many CPU cycles, are
typically at the mercy of the processor in
single-processor systems-the processor
generally tends to be the bottleneck.
With multiple processors, the processor
bottleneck is easily relieved, allowing the
program to run more quickly,
Some programs are being developed
specifically for SMP environments. Novell
has announced a version of NetWare
called Multiprocessor NetWare, to be
released by mid-1995. This NetWare
release will allow se~vers to run multiple
NetWare Loadable Modules (NLMs)
without becoming overburdened.

Internal Functions
Internal functions discussed below include
the scheduler, spinlocks, interrupt-handling, the platform-specific drivers layer,
and kernel debugger.

Scheduler
The scheduler is the part of the operating
system that schedules, initiates, and
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terminates jobs while maintaining priority preemption across all processors. It
accomplishes this by using a routine that
is called every time a new thread enters
the ready-to-run list. The new ready-to-run
candidate's priority is compared to the
priority of the threads running in each
processor. When the new candidate has
higher priority than the thread in another
processor, the scheduler interrupts the
lower-priority thread, and the new candidate is dispatched to that processor.
Interrupts are also generated when a
thread's time slice is exhausted. Each
thread is given a predetermined time
slice by the scheduler. When the currently
executing thread on a given processor
exhausts its time slice, it is interrupted if
there are other ready-to-run threads at
the same priority. When interrupted, the
current thread is moved from the running
state to the back of the ready-to-run
chain. The scheduler then selects another
thread of the same priority from the
front of the chain to be run on the next
available processor.

Spinlocks
Spinlocks are implemented by the kernel
to protect critical resources from simultaneous access by more than one CPU. A
spinlock is allocated for each critical CPU
resource. When a process needs to access
one of these resources, the device driver
requesting the resource must "lock" itself
to that device. If the resource is already
locked by another process, it will "spin,"
waiting for the lock to become available.
Once the spinlock is acquired (locked), the
device driver has exclusive access to that

Interrupt Handling
Multiprocessor hardware interrupt
policies are determined by the various
hardware vendors. Some vendors make
the first configured processor handle all
interrupt routing. This asymmetric design
gives multiprocessor systems the advantage of being compatible with all of the
uniprocessor device drivers.
Other vendors may use a static interrupt
distribution method, which allows specific
interrupts to be assigned to particular
processors. For example, processor 1
could process interrupts 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9,
while processor 2 processes interrupts 2,
4, 6, 8, and 10. This method has two
advantages: (1) since there is no relationship between the interrupts on processor 1
and processor 2, both CPUs can process
interrupts simultaneously; and (2) since
a device driver can be assigned only
one interrupt from one processor,
compatibility is maintained with
existing device drivers.

PSD Layer
Platform-specific drivers (PSDs) are used
to isolate the multiprocessor architectural
differences into a common interface, separate from the kernel. These drivers provide an abstract layer between the kernel
and the hardware, allowing OS/ 2 to perform specific operations without concern
for the underlying hardware implementation. PSDs enable the support of new

hardware platforms without having to
modify the operating system.

added to the end of the third register
line to provide this information. xx is a
reference to the processor; for example,
p=0 o indicates that the currently selected slot is running on processor 0,
while p=0 1 indicates that the currently
selected slot is running on processor 1.
The yy flags can be an s, meaning that
the processor is currently spinning,
and/or an r, meaning that the processor is attempting to grab one of the
kernel suspend locks.

PSDs are specified in the Co NF I G. sYs file
and must conform to the 8.3 file-naming
convention (e.g., PSD=PR0LIANT. PSD).
They cannot contain path information,
because they are processed early in the
startup sequence, before the path
information has been processed.
If multiple PSD statements are encountered, OS/ 2 loads each PSD in the order
listed in the CON FI G. SYS file. The first
PSD to successfully install will be the one
that OS/ 2 uses.

Kernel Debugger
The debugger informs you about the state
of all the processors, whether they are
still processing code or are idle. All kernel
debugger commands work as before,
although a few were modified for multiprocessor-specific information, and a few
new ones were added.
The new and changed commands follow:
■

The .DP (display processor status) command has been added. This command
dumps the processor control blocks. It
uses the following arguments:

* -Real current slot
-Currently selected slot
n -Designated processor's number

4fa

For example, .DP 3 displays the processor status for processor 3. When this
field is left blank, the processor status
for all the processors is displayed.
■

The .DL (display processor spinlocks)
command has been added. This command displays all the spinlocks owned
by a particular processor. It uses the
same arguments as the .PS command.
For example, .DL 3 displays all the
processor spinlocks owned by processor 3. When this field is left blank, the
spinlocks for all the processors are
displayed.
The kernel debugger is designed so that
only one thread can be in the debugger
at any given time; therefore, the kernel
debugger component uses a spinlock to
serialize its access.

■

The Rand .Rregister commands have
been modified to indicate which processor is running the currently selected
slot. The p=xxyy statement has been

■

The .SS (change current slot) command
has been modified to allow you to
change the processor save area (PSA)
that you want to view. The .ss command is identical to the .S command.
When you change to a slot that is currently running on a different processor
and you dump a variable in the PSA, it
will display the value of that variable
on that particular processor.

Hardware Requirements
The minimum hardware configuration
needed to run OS/2 for SMP is a system
unit with two to 16 processors, at least
42 MB of free disk space, a CD-ROM drive,
and a minimum of 6 MB of memory.
While not required, it is recommended
that you have at least 8 MB of memory.
OS/2 for SMP currently runs only on the
computer systems listed in Figure 3.

Advance Logic Research (ALR)
ProVEISA SMP
AST Research Manhattan SMP
Compaq: Proliant
Proliant 2000
Proliant 4000
System Pro
Hewlett Packard NetServer 5/66 LM2
Tricord System PowerFrame Model 30
Vtech Platinum SMP
Wyse Technology Series 7000i
Model 760
Figure 3. Computer Systems That Support
OS/2 for SMP

Software Prerequisites
If you want to run IBM LAN Server,
DATABASE 2 OS/ 2 (DB2/ 2),
Communications Manager/ 2 (CM/ 2), or
Network Transport Services/2 (NTS/ 2),
the prerequisites listed in Figure 4 must
be applied. These fixes can be obtained by
calling (800) 992-4777.
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LAN Server 3.01
LS
APAR
APAR
NTS/2

ICO7607
IC07151

LAN Server 3.00
LS
CSD
LS
APAR
APAR
NTS/2

IP07045
IC07607
IC07151

CM/2 1.10
CM/2
NTS/2

APAR

WR06150
IC07151

NTS/2 1.0
NTS/2
NTS/2

CSD
APAR

WR07045
IC07151

DB2/2 1.2
DB2/2
NTS/2

APAR
APAR

JR08083
IC07151

CSD

Note: CICS currently does not work
with SMP.
Figure 4. Software Prerequisites
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Multimedia File 1/0 Services
This article explains Multimedia 1/0 Services (MM/0) Junctions in
detail, as well as MM/0 differences between the Windows Multimedia
Extension (MME) and the OS/2 Multimedia Presentation Manager/2
(MMPM/2) subsystem.
he trend for people to use multimedia-text, graphics, video, image,
animation, and sound-in their daily work is growing. These days,
a personal computer can become a musical instrument, a CD player,
a television, a movie recorder and player, and so on. Any home electronics
equipment that you can imagine will eventually be integrated into the
personal computer.

T

To expedite the development of multimedia applications, IBM and Microsoft
have established an industry-standard interface for OS/ 2 2.x and Windows
3.x, respectively. This interface addresses two key areas: Media Control
Interface (MCI), which provides the conceptual model for implementing
logical devices such as players and recorders; and Multimedia File 1/0
Services (MMIO), which supports access to files. Figure 1 depicts the overall
multimedia system architecture and the relationship between the MCI and
MMIO components.

RIFF File Format
Since the beginning of the computer era, file input/output (1/0) has played a
key role in software systems. Unfortunately, over the years, hundreds of file
formats have been defined, for example, PCX, TIFF, MODCA, VOC, and AVSS.
This creates a data-exchange problem, because a file format produced by one
software product may not be usable by another product.
To reduce the development overhead necessary to support all of
Fetchi Chen and Dan Dorrance
the
various file formats, Microsoft
IBM Corporation
proposed
a standard file format for
Boca Raton , Florida
multimedia: Resource Interchange
File Format (RIFF). The concept of
the RIFF file is borrowed from the
Electronic Arts /FF 85 Standard for Interchange Format Files document.
RIFF is very similar to the TIFF file format; both use IDs to describe data
usage purposes; however, RIFF uses Chunk ID and TIFF uses Tag ID.
The RIFF file can be viewed as a chunk of data that contains a number of
subchunks nested within more subchunks, and so on.
Figure 2 depicts a layout of the RIFF file format. In the RIFF file format the
first ~our bytes (ID) must be 'R', 'I', 'F', 'F'. The second four bytes (size) 'specify
the size of Chunk 1 data. The Formtype is a four-character code (FOURCC)
value identifying the data representation; for example, WAVE (Waveform
Audio) or RM ID (RIFF MIDI).

is a data-list chunk with only one data
chunk, Chunk 6, which may consist of all
waveform audio samples for the file .
Note that Chunk 1 is in level 0, Chunks 2
and 5 are in level 1, and Chunks 3, 4, and
6 are in level 2. Position transition from
the outer level (low-level chunk number)
to the inner level (high-level chunk number) is called descend. The converse is
called ascend.
The advantage of the tag file structure is
the flexibility to add new tags while
maintaining data compatibility. If the
application program always processes the
chunks that it recognizes and ignores the
chunks it doesn't understand, data
compatibility is always maintained.
In addition to the file format described
above, the Multimedia Programming

Inteiface and Data Specifications 1.0
document issued by IBM and Microsoft in
August 1991 defines the structure of a
compound file. A compound file is a higher-level file wrapper that wraps RIFF file
elements together. For example, a compound file can contain a video file element, an audio file element, an image file
element, and a control-information file
element, which describes how the audio,
video, and image should be synchronized
when they are played back. Figure 3
shows the layout of a RIFF compound file.

Multimedia File 1/0 Services
(MMIO)
MMIO is intended to be a simple and fast,
yet flexible, interface for reading, writing,
and manipulating data items. Moreover,
the major goal is to make it a standard
interface by insulating the application
from the underlying file formats and
strengthening the program's portability as
well as the data's compatibility. Four primary features are supported in MMIO:
■

Chunk 2 is a list chunk that contains Chunk 3 (for example, copyright
statements) and Chunk 4 (for example, description information). Chunk 5
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Buffered //O-maintains an 1/0 buffer
that holds data as it is read from (or
written to) disk. This buffering reduces

the number of disk accesses for many
small reads. The buffer can either be
provided by the caller or allocated by
the system.
■

Multimedia Applications
MCI

RIFF file // 0 - provides simple functions that locate, create, enter, and
access the RIFF chunk.

■

Media Device Manager

Memory file I/ O-looks like a file to an
application. This unifies the interface
for applications that access both files
and memory.

■

MMIO

••

Digital Video
MCD

Laser Disk
MCD

Installable 1/ 0 procedure-knows how
to open, read, write, seek, and close
the file.

MMIO Manager

The basic MMIO functions supported by
both Windows and OS/ 2 multimedia
extensions are:

Device Drivers

■

mmi oAdvance-advances the I/ 0 buffer
of a file set up for direct I/O buffer
manipulation by mmioGetinfo .

■

mmi oAscend-ascends out of a chunk in
a RIFF file that was descended into by

Hardware Devices

Figure 1. Multimedia System Architecture
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Figure 2. RIFF File Format

mmi a Descend or created by
mmioCreateChunk.
■

mmi oCl ose-closes a file opened with
mmi o0pen.

■

mmi oCreateChunk-creates a chunk
in a RIFF file that was opened by
mmi o0pen .

■

■

mmi oDescend- descends into a RIFF
file chunk beginning at the current
file position, or searches for a specified
chunk.
mmi oFl ush-writes the I/0 buffer of a
file to disk, if the I/ 0 buffer has been
written to.

■

mmi oF0URCC-converts four characters
to a four-character code (FOURCC).

■

mmi a Get Info- retrieves information
from the file I/O buffer to a file opened
for buffered I/ 0 .

■

mmi oinstal l IOProc-installs an I/ 0
procedure in the MMIO IOProc table,
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
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Figure 3. RIFF Compound File Format

■

■

mmi oOpen-opens a file for unbuffered
or buffered 1/0. The file can be a DOS
file, a memory file, or an element of a
custom storage system.

■

MMIOM_OPEN-sent to an I/ O procedure
by mmi oOpen to request that a file be
opened.

■

■

mmi a Read-reads a specified number of
bytes from a file opened with
mmi oOpen.

MMIOM_READ-sent to an I/O procedure
by mmi a Read to request that a specified
number of bytes be read from an
open file.

■

mmi oSeek-changes the current position for reading, writing, or both, in a
file opened by mmi oOpen.

■

MMIOM_SEEK-sent to an 1/0 procedure
by mmi oSeek to request that the current file position be moved.

■

mmi oSendMessage-sends a message to
the file I/O procedure associated with a
file that was opened by mmi oOpen.

■

MMIOM_WRITE-sent to an l/ O procedure by mmi oWri te to request that data
be written to an open file.

■

mmi oSetBuffer-enables or disables
buffered I/O, or changes the buffer or
buffer size for a file that was opened
using mmi oOpen.

■

mmi oSet Info-changes information in
the file I/O buffer of a file opened for
buffered l/O.

■

mmi oStri ngToFOURCC-converts a nullterminated string to a four-character
code (FOURCC).

■

mmi oWri te- writes to a file that was
opened using mmi oOpen.

The application program issues the above
MMIO functions to the MMIO Manager. The
MMIO Manager processes the functions, sends
messages to the file 1/0 procedures if further
processing is necessary, and returns results to
the application programs. Following are six
of the more frequently used messages:
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MMIOM_CLOSE-sent to an l/O procedure by mmi oCl ose to request that a
file be closed.

removes an IOProc from the table, or
finds a procedure when given its
FOURCC identifier.
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Three 1/0 procedures are built into the
system: DOS, MEM (Memory), and BND
(Bundle). These procedures are also
called Storage Subsystem 1/ 0 procedures,
since they can be viewed as wrappers
or unwrappers to the physical layout of
the files .
The DOS I/ O procedure handles the
regular DOS files. The MEM I/O procedure
manages memory files without going
through the file system. The BND 1/0
procedure supports a special case
of the RIFF compound-file format
called BUNDLE.
Figure 4 shows the relationship of the
three I/ O procedures and the MMIO
Manager.

0S/2 Extension to Base MMIO
The beauty of base MMIO is its ability to
easily support a new RIFF file format by
installing a corresponding file 1/0 procedure. However, it does not address existing application programs that have used
non-RIFF files for years. Think about the
amount of work it would take to convert
thousands of existing image, video, and
audio files to the RIFF file format. And
consider how much storage would be consumed keeping two copies of data files,
one RIFF and the other non-RIFF, while
continuing the application support.
Clearly, this is not practical. To solve this
problem, all new application programs
need to work with both existing and new
file formats .

Standard Interchange Data Format
The OS/ 2 MMPM/ 2 solution introduces
the concept of a standard interchange
data format. The purpose is to provide
a universal data-presentation level for
each different type of media. This way,
if the application program is coded
to handle the interchange data, it can
completely ignore the underlying file
formats and still work successfully,
provided that the installable 1/ 0 procedure supports the standard interchange
data format.
For example, a PCX file doesn't have
the chunk form, so if the application
program uses mmi oDescendChunk or
mmi oAscendChunk to position to header
(to go to a particular location in the PCX
file) to obtain file information, the
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Figure 8. MMIO CODEC Architecture

4. Dos A11 ocMem( )-allocates the image
buffer based on the image width and
pixel bit count.
5. mmi oRead( )-reads the data from the
source file.
6. mmioWrite( )-writes the data to the
target file.
7. mmi oCl ose( )-closes both source and
target files.

Conclusions
A!s multimedia became more mainstream,

IBM and Microsoft took steps to include
the multimedia extension in OS/ 2 2.1
and Windows 3.1. This made the
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Multimedia File I/ 0 Services (MMIO) a
standard interface across platforms.
The original intent of MMIO functions was
to confine and support all multimedia
data in the RIFF file format. With the
requirements of program compatibility
and portability, further work has been
done in OS/ 2 to generalize the interface
for supporting multiple file formats as
well as pluggable CODECs. For example,
OS/ 2 2.1 plays back the RIFF AVI (audio
visual interactive) movie files in different
encoding algorithms such as Ultimotion
and Indeo. All the video data access is
through the AVI file I/0 procedure and
CODEC procedures.

In addition, as certain formats such as
Photo CD image become pervasive,
they can be packaged as an 1/0 procedure and shipped either directly with the
base product, as a separate add-on
package, or placed on a BBS. IBM is
encouraging third-party developers to create I/ 0 procedures and CODECs for the
OS/ 2 platform.
Future work can be extended to support
non-multimedia data files. More standard
interchange headers and data formats will
need to be defined to meet all industry
requirements.
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Need a Fix?
The IBM Corrective Service Facility (CSF), formerly called FixTool, is a
tool to distribute and install corrective service packages. This article
discusses the service call and fix processes, describes CSF's features,
and explains how to use CSF when installing a ServicePak or fix.

A

key component in IBM's desire to increase customer satisfaction with
OS/ 2 is to provide timely service to customers who report problems.

When you report a defect with your OS/ 2 operating system, IBM responds by
providing a repair, or fix, to the problem. Fixes come in a variety of formats:
single fixes, FixPaks, private fixes, or ServicePaks.
Afix is a set of files that corrects an error in a program. Before IBM releases

a fix to customers, the fix undergoes extensive testing and verification. After
testing, the fixes are made
available to all users experiencing that particular problem.

problems that cannot wait for complete
testing and verification.
A ServicePak contains all the cumulative
fixes developed and tested since the last
product release, plus new printer and
device drivers for which support is now
available. A ServicePak might be released
three or four months after the general
availability of a new product. However,
its timing can be influenced by the nature
and volume of service calls.

Service Call Process
When you call IBM Service and Support
to report a problem with your operating

Tony White
IBM Corporation
Roanoke , Texas

IBM Service and Support, at
(800) 992-4777 (to fastpath,
press 1, 3, and 3), directs callers
needing a particular fix to several electronic bulletin boards
from which the fix can be
downloaded. If the caller does
not have electronic bulletin
board access, IBM will mail the
fix on diskette to the user.
A FixPak consists of files that
resolve multiple errors in multiple programs. Rather than supplying individual fixes for each
problem, a FixPak addresses all
concerns simultaneously.
Aprivatefix is shipped in

only the most critical situations.
It is not necessarily reproducible

. n"

r

and does not undergo complete
verification testing. As such, it is
only provided to resolve critical
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User calls IBM Service & Support at
(800) 992-4777 to report a problem.

the fix passes verification testing, it is
made available to you.
Figure 1 describes the process of creating
a fix.

Caller is advised how
fix can be obtained.

PMR is created and
assigned to an analyst
who creates an APAR
to track the problem
to resolution.
Analyst contacts
user for additional
information to help
in reproducing the
problem.

CSF greatly simplifies the once manual,
labor-intensive installation of these packages. It has an excellent graphical user
interface (GUI) for manually installing service and fixes to a single system. CSF
is also enabled for configuration, installation, and distribution (CID) for fast and
easy installation to multiple remote
systems attached to a local area
network (LAN).
CSF's GUI makes service and fix installation so easy and user-friendly that it
will undoubtedly encourage more OS/ 2
users to maintain the most current code
levels on their systems.

No

Fix is shipped to the user and is
combined with other related fixes
ta create a FixPak and/or ServicePak.

Figure 1. The Fix Process

system, the technical specialist answering
the call advises you how to obtain the
necessary fix.
If no fix is available for the problem, the
specialist generates a Problem Management Report (PMR) that details the problem. The PMR is then assigned to an
analyst for resolution.

The analyst uses the information from the
PMR to recreate the problem in a controlled laboratory environment. The analyst establishes an Application Programming Analysis Report (APAR) to track
his/her progress through to resolution.
The analyst must be able to recreate the
problem and test the fix in the laboratory
before it can be verified.
The fix undergoes complete verification
by a separate test organization. This
ensures that the fix will work in uncontrolled environments as well as it does in
the analyst's "familiar" environment. After
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Corrective Service Facility
CSF is IBM's software service tool for distributing and installing ServicePaks and
FixPaks shipped since April 1994.
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Four Major Components
CSF's four major functional components
are Service, Backout, Redirect, and
Commit.
The Service component applies fixes to
the operating system. This component
allows you to specify which products or
versions of the operating system (if multiple versions exist on a given system) to
service. It also prompts for archive and
backup paths.
The Backout component provides the ability to remove one fix level or to restore a
system to the base (archived) level of the
product.
The Redirect component allows you to reference an archive of the same product version that resides in a different location or
drive from where your original archive
resides. This is particularly useful when
you want to move an archive to another
logical drive that has more space available, such as a network drive or a drive
with a larger partition. Another use of
redirect is to move the archive to a network drive so that multiple systems with
identical product levels can share the
same archive. (The ARCHIVE function is
discussed later.)

To move an archive to another location:
1. Manually create an ARCHIVE directory
on the target partition.
2. XCOPY all the files from your existing
archive to the new directory. Note:
Before you XCOPY your archive to
a LAN drive, you should contact
your LAN administrator. If you use a
LAN shared archive, the XCOPY will
overwrite the previous archive.
3. Use the Redirect window of the SERVICE facility or the Redirect keyword
of the FSERVlCE facility to change the
reference path of the old archive to the
new one.
4. Erase the old ARCHIVE directory and
all its contents.
The Commit component is used to free up
disk space used by the BACKUP directory.
If you are sure that you want to keep the
latest ServicePak that was installed on
your system and you will not have to back
out to the previous code level, you can
use Commit to remove all references to
your archive. By using this component,
you commit to use the currently installed
code level. The only time you can commit
to remove references to the archive is
after you have applied a ServicePak.
After using Commit, you can manually
delete the archive and backup files.
(CSF does not delete the archive files
automatically, because they can be used
by multiple systems or products.)

CSF Logs
CSF maintains an inventory of all service
and fixes installed on your system. The
SERVICE. LOG file, placed in the
OS2\INSTALL directory, contains a
cumulative historical log of all service
done on your system, dating all the way
back to OS/ 2 1.0 (assuming that the harddisk drive hasn't been erased or reformatted since then). Historically, only a
ServicePak installation would update the
SERVICE. LOG; however, in April 1994,
CSF was revised so that now FixPaks as
well as ServicePaks will update this file.
Prerequisite Checking
CSF does prerequisite checking in its installation process. Prerequisite checking ensures
that fixes cannot be indiscriminately applied
to systems that do not need service.

Base System

FixPak 001

Contains:

FixPak 002

Contains:

Contains:

File 1Bose

File 1FixPok 001

File3 FixPok 002

File2Bose

File3 FixPok 001

File5 FixPok 002

File3Bose
File4Bose
File5Bose

Timeline

I

Base System

I

1

·..,I_ _
Fix-Pa_k_o_o1_..

FixPak 001

FixPak 002

l. Creates the Archive.
2. Copies base files File l and File3 to the
Archive.
3. Updates Base System files File l and File3
to the FixPak 001 level.
After Fix Pak 00 l is applied, the
Base System contains:

l . Updates the Archive by adding FileS Bose
The archive now contains:
File l Bose
File3 Bose
Files Bose
2. Makes a Backup of current levels of files:
File3 FixPok 001

File l FixPok 001
File2 Bose

Files Bose
3. Updates Base System files
File3 FixPok 001

File3 FixPok 001
File4 Bose

Files Bose

Files Bose

1

·..,I_F_ix-Pa_k_oo_2_..

to the FixPak 002 level.
After FixPak 002 is applied, the Base
System contains:
File l FixPok 001

►

Ba.ck•o-ut_

1 __

7

_..l

Backout of FixPak 002
After backing out of FixPak 0021 the
Base System contains the same rile
levels as in Fix Pak 001:
File l FixPok 001
File2 Bose
File3 FixPok 001
File4 Bose
Files Bose
The backup taken during FixPak 002
is deleted.
The Archive still has the same files:
File l Bose
File3 Bose
Files Bose

File2 Bose
File3 FixPok 002
File4 Bose
Files FixPok 002

Figure 2. CSF Archive, Backup, and Backout Concepts

These checks are done by reading the
SYSLEVEL.0S2 file on the targeted
system. The SYSLEVEL.0S2 file keeps
track of the current version of OS/ 2 and
any optional OS/ 2 components installed
on a system.
In SYSLEVEL.0S2 , CSF checks the
targeted software's country code,
version, release level, edition (e.g.,
Standard Edition or Extended Edition),
component ID, and CSD level before any
fix is applied.

If prerequisite checking reveals that the
installed version of OS/ 2 is not compatible with the fix that is about to be
applied, the fix installation process halts.
If this version passes checking, a final
verification is done on the actual file
targeted for replacement. If the targeted
file is older and differs from the file about
to be installed, the installation continues
and the file is replaced. However, if the
targeted file is newer than the fix, the
system notifies you and asks if you want
to continue with the replacement. We
recommend that you continue and use the

service version of the file so that your
system stays at the recommended
service level.

Archiving
For the following sections on archiving,
backup, and backout, refer to Figure 2.
Archiving is the process of storing an

OS/ 2 general availability (GA)-level
system module in a user-specified directory and drive. A system module is typically
a component of the operating system
such as the kernel or the Workplace Shell.
This archived level of code, which is
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taken before service is applied, is a safety
and security measure that ensures the
ability to restore your system to a known,
working level of code.
When you apply service to your system
for the first time, you must enter a path
and logical drive designating the location
used for storing your archived system.
This directory can be on a diskette, a local
hard-disk drive, or a network drive. Once
the archive path has been established it
cannot be modified. You can referenc~
another archive by only using the Redirect
facility of Service or through the RED I RECT command in an FSERVICE response
file. The next time you apply service, the
archive path that was previously used is
automatically assumed by CSF.
CSF dynamically compresses and uncompresses archive and backup files, saving
disk space.

Backup
CSF's Backup facility, a subset of the Service
component, copies the targeted files (those
that are to be backed up) to another directory, typically called BACKUP, prior to the
installation of service. Because the first service archive is equivalent to a backup, a
backup is permitted only after the first
servicing of the system.
A backup is a copy of any files being serviced by a FixPak or a ServicePak, regardless of whether those files have been serviced before. At your request, CSF saves a
copy of your current files-only those files
that are about to be replaced by Servicebefore applying the next level of service
to the product. The backup enables you to
restore your product (at some point in the
future) to its level of service before the
most recent service was applied.
A backup must be done after the first
service because the archive grows
cumulatively. The first time that service
is applied, any file that was serviced is
archived. The next time that service is
applied, only those files that are not
already in the archive are added to it.
At this point, invoking Backup will create
a backup of any files that changed. If
some files that changed were previously
serviced, you may want to keep a newer
version.
You request a backup by specifying a
path and directory in which CSF is to
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create the backup. The directory can be
located on either a local drive or diskette
but cannot be on a network drive. If both
the archive and the backup are located
on diskette, they must be on separate
diskettes.
Creating a backup is optional, but be
aware that if you do not create a backup
when you apply service, you cannot use
an older backup to restore your product.
You cannot restore your product across
multiple service levels. However, you
can always restore your product to the
archive level.
You can have only one backup of a product at a time. If a backup already exists
when you request a backup, the older
backup is deleted.

Backout
A unique, helpful feature of CSF is its
uninstall or Backout facility. Backout,
which restores your system to a backed-up
or archived level, is accessed from the
"Backed-Up Products and Archived
Products" window.
The Backout facility is used if you ever
want to return your system to its state
before service was applied. When you
back out of a fix or a ServicePak, you
return to either the previous service level
(if a backup exists) or to the archive level
of the product. CSF locates the files in the
BACKUP or ARCHIVE directory and
restores them.
Backout restores only one back level of
service. If a backup was not taken during
the last application of service, then
Backout to the previous level is not permitted. Note that a system can be backed
out to the archived level at any time.
In the following example of using the
Backout facility, the Backout service window is used to restore a product to its
archive or backup level.
1. To display the Backout service window
select the "Change Product List" push- '
button.
2. To restore a product to its archive level
select the "Archived products" radio '
button. Select the products that are to
be restored to the archive level then
select the "Backout" pushbutto~.
3. To restore a product to its backup level,
select the "Backed-up products" radio

button. Select the products that are to
be restored to the backup level, then
select the "Backout" pushbutton.
4. The Backout service window is displayed. Verify that the correct products
are listed in the Products field and the
correct level to which they will be
backed out is displayed in the Target
Level field. Then select OK to restore
the product to the target level.

Separate Bootable CSF Diskettes
Bootable CSF diskettes are separate from
the actual fix packages. This reduces your
download time for obtaining fixes. You
will have to download the CSF diskettes
only once. You can then re-use them for
future fixes .

Key CSF Files
SERVICE. EXE is a graphical interface
for installing service to your system. It
can be run from an OS/ 2 window or
full-screen session.
SERVICE determines if the fixes can be
applied to the targeted system and what
the serviceable products are on that system. It also determines which files are to
be backed up.

Service will install fixes to a running
system. It will even allow locked files to
be updated on a running system. CSF notifies you that it has detected locked files
and that you must reboot for the changes
to take effect. When the system is rebooted and before the operating system is
loaded, CSF updates the files that were
previously locked. It accomplishes this by
loading a locked-file device driver early in
the CON FIG. SYS file, before any other
device drivers are loaded.
Figure 3 shows CSF installing a fix to a
locked file (COM. SYS). As you see, when
CSF detects that the file is currently
locked, it displays a message indicating
that the system must be restarted for the
changes to take effect.
FSERVICE. EXE is a response-file-driven
interface for installing fixes. It does
not use the graphical environment used
in SERVICE. FSERVICE performs unattended CID installations by using a
response file .

Modify the FSERV I CE response file only if
you need to control the service application manually; otherwise, it automatically

services all partitions on your system. It
is also used in manual installations on
systems that must be booted using the
CSF installation diskettes.
When FS ERV ICE is invoked, it automatically determines if the service can be
applied and to which products it can be
applied. It then determines which files
are to be archived and backed up.

_,

r~

:1

~
~

!'i l
IBt-1 0S/2 BHe Operating System·(XR03000)·<C:\OS2\INSTALL
System·(XR03000J·<C.\OS2\INSTALL\SVSLEVEL. 0$2>
stem·(XROJOOO)·<D \SYSlEVEL OS2>
IBM 0S/2 Base O eratin S stem·(XROJOOO)·<O:\SYSlEVELm

Archive

Backup

IBM OS/2 Basa Oparatin9 Sy&tem·(XRt o:\archive
IBM OS/2 Base Operating Syetam·(XRt c:\archive

The touow,ng tocked filn have bean enoountered:
Application.<.
IBH OS/2 Base Operating System
C:\0S2\BOOT\COH.SVS

Other CSF files are listed in Figure 4.

CSF Future Directions

SUflicient apace la avalabla tor ...vtoe to continue. however a aw-tern reboot
wll be requi'ed before U8rlG Iha applioaUon.

Today, CSF offers many useful features
previously unavailable for installing service and archiving your system files.
IBM hopes that as CSF rolls out to more
and more users, their satisfaction in
IBM's ability to install and distribute
service will encourage more users to stay
current with the latest version of their
operating system.

Vou may:
Selaot Continua to allow . .-no. to handle the locked fitltll

To further ensure customer satisfaction
and to increase the success and usability
of CSF for installing service, IBM is working on enhancements such as the ability
to install service from drives other than
drive A:, as well as CSF availability on
other platforms.
Currently each product uses its own
unique install tools and service tools. The
diversity of tools and techniques has
caused training and systems administrator challenges as customers install and
service the various products using the
different tools. IBM recognizes the need
for installation and service tools that are
common across the software products and
is continuing to work toward that goal.

Select Raboot 10 apply ..-vice by rebooting off the tint Corr.:::live
Sarvice diskette.

Figure 3. CSF Updating a Locked File

CSINIOS2. EXE
CSEXTOS2.EXE

Initialization and exit-point files for pre- or
post-service activities required for ServicePaks and
FixPaks. These files, which are customized for every
ServicePak, update video and/or printer drivers, modify IN I
files, update CONFIG. SYS files, and delete files.

IBMCSFLK.EXE
IBMCSFLK.SYS
IBMCSFLK.DLL
IBMCSFLK.MSG

Files that pertain to the locked file device driver.

FSl. EXE

Bootstrap program used to initiate FSERVICE when booting
from diskette.

CSFPANS.DLL

Dynamic link library {DLL) required to run FSERVICE. EXE
during a diskette-booted installation. If FS ERV I cE is to be run
from an OS/2 window, it must be placed where it can be found
in the LIBPATH.

FSERVICE.MSG

Message file associated with the FSERV I CE. EXE program.

SERVICE.HLP

Online help module for the PM interface. It must be
located in the Help path.

RESPONSE.FIL

Default response file used by FSERVICE for a diskette
boot. It can be modified to suit your requirements.
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IBM LAN Server 4.0:
New Features and
Comparisons with NetWare
This article covers the new features and enhancements in IBM LAN
Server 4.0 and compares LAN Server 4.0 with Novell NetWare 4.02.
BM LAN Server 4.0, announced in September 1994, has been a customerdriven product from the outset. Customers told IBM they wanted an easyto-use, easy-to-install, and easy-to-administer network operating system
(NOS). With its many new features and functions, LAN Server 4.0 provides
these things and more.

I

LAN Server 4.0 Features
The major features in LAN Server 4.0 include a single logon, interoperability,
coexistence, Open Software Foundation/Distributed Computing Environment
(OSF/DCE) compliance, a non-dedicated server, and peer capability. Each of
these features is now discussed in detail.

Single Logan : Network SignON Coordinator/2
Network SignON Coordinator/2, an added feature in LAN Server 4.0, is
useful when your network is composed of different platforms and network
operating systems. You can now give a user a single user name and password
for connecting to LAN Server, NetWare, AS/400, and mainframe hosts. You
and your users no longer have to perform multiple logons with multiple
passwords and user names.

Interoperability
With LAN Server 4.0, you can log on to a
Albert Juarez
single domain and see only that domain,
IBM Corporation
yet you can access multiple resources (storRoanoke, Texas
age devices and printers) across several
different platforms: AS/400, mainframes,
RISC System/ 6000, and Intel. This interoperability is achieved through interaction with other LAN Server packagesLAN Server for AIX, LAN Server for AS/400, and LAN Server for MYS and VM
(see Figure 1).
LAN Server for AIX allows existing DOS LAN Requester and OS/ 2 LAN
Requester clients to access shared AIX resources such as file system (hard
disk) and print queues. It works with Ethernet and Token-Ring topologies,
using NetBIOS and transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP)
(RFC 1001/ 1002). Servers can be set up as primary, backup, and additional.
This server is administered with OS/2 LAN Requester Full-Screen Interface
(FSI) or AIX command-line interface.
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The LAN Server for AS/400, a combination of hardware and software, allows
existing DOS LAN Requester and OS/ 2
LAN Requester clients to access shared
AS/400 file system (hard-disk) resources.
It works with Ethernet and Token-Ring
topologies, using NetBIOS and TCP/IP
(RFC 1001/ 1002) protocols.
LAN Server's interoperability with LAN
Manager clients, Windows NT Workstation
clients, and Windows for Workgroups
clients is excellent. Eventually you can
upgrade these clients to LAN Server
clients. Because you don't have to
upgrade these clients immediately to
access LAN Server 4.0, you can phase in
client upgrades and reduce startup costs.

Client Coexistence on LAN Server
You can set up coexistence with LAN
Server 4.0 on both the client and the
server. On the OS/ 2 client, you can run
NetWare Requester, OS/ 2 LAN Requester,
TCP/IP for OS/ 2, PC Support for AS/400,
and Communications Manager/ 2 (CM/ 2).
This type of configuration lets a user
access a NetWare server, OS/ 2 LAN Server,
an AS/400, an IBM 3090 mainframe, and
an AIX system simultaneously using a
single workstation.
On the OS/ 2 LAN Server server machine,
you can have NetWare Requester, OS/ 2
LAN Requester, TCP/IP for OS/ 2, and PC
Support for AS/ 400, all accessing multiple
file systems and printers. Then your
clients need only have OS/ 2 LAN
Requester installed to access all the file
systems and printers. You can do this by
defining the file system and printers as
shared resources with an alias name; then
you can NET USE the alias from the

client. For additional information about
coexistence in an OS/ 2 environment, see
the "NetBIOS, SNA, and NetWare IPX
Coexistence in an OS/ 2 Environment"
article in the September/ October 1994
issue of Personal Systems.
NetWare generally uses Novell's proprietary Open Datalink Interface (ODI),
which is not Network Driver Interface
Specification (NDIS)-based. You cannot
interoperate as flexibly with NetWare as
with LAN Server, because NetWare allows
coexistence with NDIS at the client but
not at the server.

Single Domain

DCE Compliance
NetWare 4.02 is not currently DCE-compliant. Instead, NetWare 4.02 uses NetWare
Directory Services (NDS), which is a proprietary subset of the X.500 standard.
This may be a concern if you are looking
at DCE as a future direction.
In contrast, LAN Server is on an open
(DCE) path. If you have a large, enterprise-wide network and you are looking
for a network operating system that will
comply with OSF/DCE in the future, OS/ 2
LAN Server 4.0 is the one to choose.

Non-Dedicated Server Capability
Because LAN Server runs as an application under OS/ 2, the server computer
does not have to be a dedicated server.
You can run other applications, such as
CM/ 2 or DATABASE 2 OS/ 2 (DB2/ 2), on
the server, making use of OS/ 2's multitasking capabilities. (You can dedicate the
server at any time by simply not running
other applications on that computer.)
A non-dedicated server is useful in environments such as small businesses that
cannot afford additional PC systems. A
non-dedicated server can be used as a
client workstation as well as a server.
To set up NetWare 4.02 as a non-dedicated
server on OS/ 2, you need an additional
software package: NetWare for OS/ 2 4.02.

Peer Capability with
DOS/Windows and OS/2
LAN Server 3.0 offered peer capability for
OS/ 2 LAN Requester clients. LAN Server
4.0 also offers peer capability with DOS
clients running DOS LAN Services. Now a
DOS client can share its hard disk and
printer with other DOS and OS/ 2 users on
the network.

lAN Server 4.0
PC Server

lAN Server for AIX
AIX Server
lAN Server for MVS and VM
Mainframe Host

Figure 1. LAN Server Interoperability

NetWare 4.02 does not have this peer
capability-to get it, you must purchase
NetWare Lite.

Performance Improvements

produced in October 1994 by LANQuest
Labs and is reprinted with their permission. To obtain the full report, call
[800] IBM-4FAX and request document
number 2014.)

LAN Server 4.0 includes a variety of
performance improvements. The rest of
this article discusses these improvements
in detail.

LAN Server 4.0 code exploits the Pentium
processor's hardware caching technology,
which increases server performance.

Performance Comparisons
LAN Server 4.0 outperforms both NetWare
and NT Advanced Server (NTAS).
OS/ 2 LAN Server 4.0, NetWare 4.02, and
Windows NT Server were tested on a
Compaq Proliant 40005/66 server with
single and dual 66 MHz Pentium CPUs,
64 MB of RAM, and two Compaq NetFlex2 ENET-TR controllers. Clients were 20
MHz Micro Channel systems using 16/4
Token-Ring cards. All three network operating systems were tested with up to 800
clients. The results (shown in Figure 2)
show that OS/ 2 LAN Server 4.0 outperformed the other network operating
systems. (Figure 2 comes from the report
titled LAN Server 4. OAdvanced, LAN
Server 4.0 Entry, Novell NetWare 4.02,
and Microsoft Windows NT Server 3.5
Petformance Benchmark Comparison

LAN Server Performance Tuning
LS4OTUNE. EXE (displayed in Figure 3) is an
OS/ 2 Presentation Manager (PM}based utility
in LAN Server 4.0 enabling you to tune your
LAN Server for a specified number of users
and resources such as NetBIOS applications.
The utility incorporates the spreadsheet
(CNFGLS30) used in tuning LAN Server 3.0. It
modifies CON FIG. SYS, PROTOCOL. INI , IBMLAN. INI , and HPFS386. INI.
Changes made with the LS4OTUNE. EXE
utility do not take effect until you restart
LAN Server 4.0 and the PC system. The
LAN Server 4.0 Entry package is tuned by
default for up to 32 users, while the LAN
Server 4.0 Advanced product is tuned for
up to 100 users.
In contrast, NetWare servers tune
themselves dynamically-the server
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
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Performance Benchmark Comparison
Using Nine Business Application Performance Tests*

Better

12

Worse

Equivalent Number
of Users

800

LAN Server 4.0 Adv. l-CPU
Windows NT Server 3.5 2-CPU
NetWore 4.02 l-CPU
Windows NT Server 3.5 1-CPU
' beta BAPCo networking benchmark B/3/94

LAN Server hos best performance at every load point from 200 to 800 equivalent users

© October 1994, lANQuesl Lobs

Figure 2. Network Operating Systems Performance Comparisons
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Domain Name: LS40SHOW
Server Type: Domain Con1roller
Assumptions
System Files

Package Type: Advaoced Server
File System Type:
@HPFS only

Test Data

0 Mixed File Systems

Warnings

SerYer Hardware
Memory in Server (MB): 16
Number of LAN Adapters: 1

Server sof1ware and hardware configuration
Sypports

j ~alculate

AJ:!pllcatlon

I

Help

Figure 3. LAN Server Performance Tuning Utility

dynamically allocates memory to the server processes that need memory. This benefit, however, has a drawback: dynamic
tuning consumes additional processing
time. LAN Server 4.0 can be set up to
have ranges of memory allocated for
different server processes.
On the average, with proper tuning, LAN
Server can easily handle the ups and downs
of day-to-day resource usage by clients.
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Adapter-Sniffing
A nice addition in LAN Server 4.0 is its
adapter-sniffing capability. When you
install the LAN Server code, it identifies
your network adapter and its configuration. This simplifies the installation processes for the server and OS/2 LAN
Requester. You won't have to open up
your server system or workstation to identify its LAN adapter. NetWare 4.02 does
not offer adapter-sniffing.

LAN Server 4.0 supports a large number
of Ethernet and Token-Ring adapter
drivers. Adapter manufacturers such as
3Com, Eagle, Novell, Artisoft, Cabletron,
DCA, D-Link, Intel, Madge, Racal, SMC,
Thomas, Conrad, and Xircom are among
those whose drivers are provided in LAN
Server 4.0.

IP Protocol Support
Unlike LAN Server 3.0 and earlier versions, LAN Server 4.0 now includes the
internet protocol (IP) stack for the server
and both OS/ 2 and DOS clients. This stack
is important in LANs connected remotely
via IP routers. Many large customers have
IP routers that connect their remote sites
to central corporate sites.
With LAN Server 4.0, you can configure
all your clients and servers to communicate via IP using LAN Server's TCPBeui
protocol, enabling you to use your existing IP wide area network (WAN) configuration to connect LAN Server servers with
clients located at different sites.
NetWare 4.02 includes the IP protocol
and its transport only at the server. For
NetWare OS/ 2 and DOS clients, you must
purchase an additional package-either
NetWare LAN Workplace for DOS or
NetWare LAN Workplace for OS/ 2. Both of
these products provide the IP transport
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Figure 6. DOS LAN Services Graphical Utility

users; the Advanced version installs for
100 users. Each version is tuned for its
respective number of users.
If you choose the Tailored path, you have
the option of changing all the parameters
for the LAN Server installation. (I recommend that only administrators who are
very familiar with the network operating
system make changes.) If you have more
users than the default configurations set
up, choose the Tailored path to configure
for the additional users. You can also use
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You can now add users to groups by simply clicking on the user object, then dragging it onto a group object. Each folderusers, groups, and resources-has a template that can be dragged to create a new
object. For example, you can click on a
drive resource template and create a new
one. When this is done, you will see a
notebook with tabs requiring you to enter
additional information.

If you are an administrator with OS/ 2
skills, you will find this utility very easy
to work with. What used to take weeks to
do now takes a few days with the LAN
Server 4.0 administration utility. In fact, it
took me only a couple of hours to feel
comfortable with the utility. Also, I found
LAN Server 4.0 and domains easier to
understand and work with; it took me
only a day to understand domains and to
do a basic installation with users.

t!essages !:!elp

@Yes

under OS/ 2 (see Figure 5). This utility is
the equivalent of IBM OS/ 2 LAN Server
3.0's Full-Screen Interface (FSI) and
User Profile Management (UPM) utilities.
FSI is an ASCII-based, full-screen interface
with pull-down menu options, and it is
hard to maneuver. In contrast, the new
LAN Server 4.0 administration utility is
object-oriented and integrated with the
Workplace Shell in OS/ 2. Now users,
groups, aliases, domains, and public applications are objects within folders on the
Workplace Shell.

the LS40TUNE. EXE utility to tune the
server for the additional users.
NetWare 4.02 provides quick-path cards
that help during installation. However, I
recommend that the average user read the
installation section carefully before
installing NetWare 4.02.

Object-Oriented Administration Utility
One of the nicest new features in LAN
Server 4.0 is its System Object Model
(SOM)-compliant administration utility

In contrast, the NetWare Directory
Services Administration utility can take
more than a week to get comfortable
with. Because the NetWare 4.02
Administration utility is Windows-based,
it is not object-oriented, thus limiting its
drag-and-drop capability. I found NetWare
4.02 Administration more difficult to use
and to administer. Also, because Directory
Services is a big jump from bindery-based
NetWare servers like NetWare 3.12 and
NetWare 2.2, you will need additional
education to understand NetWare 4.02
and NetWare Directory Services.
With its new administration utility, LAN
Server 4.0 is easy to use and to administer. And, with its online documentation,
an administrator or even a user can quickly learn to administer and use a LAN
Server network. This ease of use makes
LAN Server 4.0 an ideal NOS for small
companies or branch offices.

DOS LAN Requester
In LAN Server 4.0, the DOS LAN Requester
(DLR) is now called DOS LAN Services
(DLS) and is 20 percent faster than DLR
in LAN Server 3.0.
When installing DLS, you are given three
options: Full Requester install, Base
Requester install, and Virtual Windows
install. If you plan to use advanced services like peer services and messenger,
you should do the Full Requester install. If
your system is short of memory, do the
Base Requester install; if you are using
Windows, do the Virtual Windows install.
Either of the last two options can save
you over 600 KB of base RAM.
LAN Server 4.0 has a new DOS graphical
utility, NETGUI. EXE (see Figure 6). A
mouse-driven utility, NETGU I has both
a menu bar and icons for options
such as sending messages to other users,
assigning aliases as resources for the
client, sharing printers and drives or
directories, viewing the user list, and
accessing public DOS applications from
a LAN Server. In LAN Server 3.0, this
utility was ASCII-based and full-screen
with menu options.

Backward Compatibility
LAN Server 4.0 can be used with LAN
Server 2.0, LAN Server 3.0, and even PC
LAN Program (PCLP) dating back to 1985.
This is very beneficial if your company
has different versions of LAN Server. You
can set up a LAN Server 4.0 primary server (domain controller) and have additional servers of different versions. You can
even have different client versions
attached to the domain. This backward
compatibility saves you time and money
since you don't have to upgrade all your
servers at one time or even upgrade all
your users at one time.
On the other hand, if you have NetWare
3.12 or NetWare 2.2 and are upgrading to
NetWare 4.02, and if you want to use
NetWare Directory Services, you will have
to upgrade all your bindery-based servers
(NetWare 3.12 and NetWare 2.2) to
NetWare 4.02. You'll also have to upgrade
all your clients as well, unless you want to
utilize NetWare 4.02's bindery emulation,
which is slow and does not allow you to

access Directory Services. NetWare 4.02
does not offer backward compatibility
with the earlier versions of NetWare
servers, versions 4.0 and 4.01.

Easy Migration
If you currently have LAN Server 2.x or
LAN Server 3.0 servers and you want to
upgrade them to LAN Server 4.0, you simply install version 4.0 on top of the older
version. Users will not even notice that
the migration occurred. However, they
will notice some improvements in performance and in the online documentation.
NetWare to LAN Server
Migration Utility
LAN Server versions 3.0 and 4.0 give you
a migration path from NetWare 2.2, 3.11,
and 3.12 bindery-based servers. This
migration tool is an OS/ 2-based PM utility
that you run on an OS/ 2-based workstation with both the NetWare Requester for
OS/ 2 and IBM OS/ 2 LAN Requester.
When you log into both servers with
supervisor status, the utility shows you a
directory tree for both servers on a notebook-style screen. You can drag and drop
directories from the NetWare directory
tree to the LAN Server directory tree,
then assign an alias to the NetWare server
directory that is being moved over to the
LAN Server drive. All users and groups, as
well as permissions, are migrated across.
Because the migration tool requires you
to have both the existing NetWare server
and a new LAN Server, the migration tool
is non-destructive (that is, the existing
NetWare server is not destroyed during
the migration and is still available).
The NetWare to LAN Server migration utility is not part of LAN Server 3.0 or LAN
Server 4.0. It is available as an IBM
Redhook (form number GG24-4388) with
a disk containing the utility.
NetWare 4.02 provides a migration path
from NetWare 3.x servers and a migration
utility for LAN Server 1.3 to NetWare
4.02. NetWare's migration tool can be
used to transform a NetWare 3.x server
into a NetWare 4.02 server; however, this
is considered a destructive migration tool
since the process is irreversible.

Pricing
LAN Server has always been sold on a
pay-as-you-go basis. This means that you
are charged for each client you purchase;
so, if you have (for example) 26 workstations and one server, you purchase 26
client licenses and one server license.
Later, if you need two more clients, you
buy two more client licenses.
Servers like NetWare 4.02 are sold as
server licenses with tiered pricing. So, if
you have 26 users, you must buy a 50-user
server license; if you have 600 users, you
must buy a 1,000-user license. You cannot
buy client licenses for NetWare 4.02. This
can get expensive, depending how many
users you have.

The Ideal Network
Operating System
Out of the box, IBM OS/ 2 LAN Server 4.0
offers many nice features and performance improvements. Whether you are at
a branch office with no dedicated administrator or a corporate headquarters office
with a dedicated administrator, you will
find LAN Server 4.0 to be the ideal NOS.
And if you have a wide area network with
TCP/IP and AS/ 400, mainframes, and AIX
servers, LAN Server is a excellent choice.

Albert Juarez is a
member of the
Workgroup LAN
Systems Support
and Services Group
in IBM's Personal
Systems Competency Center in
Roanoke, Texas.
Albert's mission is
to support LAN Server and OS/2 in IBM
environments, specializing in interoperability with LAN Server, NetWare, and
OS/2. He has over seven years of experience in the NetWare environment,
including teaching courses about
NetWare, and he has over three
years' experience with IBM LAN products. Albert's credentials include
Certified LAN Doctor, Novell Enterprise
CNE , IBM Certified OS/2 Engineer,
IBM Certified LAN Server Engineer,

and IBM Certified OS/2 LAN Server
Administrator. He has an Associate
Degree in Electronic Engineering
Technology from DeVry Institute.
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IBM DCE Heterogeneous
Enterprise Performance
This article presents some of the Distributed Computing Environment
(DCB) performance characteristics observed in a moderately complex
heterogeneous enterprise environment. A variety of OS/2-, AIX-, UNIX-,
and Windows-based DCB systems have been brought together to study
DCB application behavior as workloads scale up to more than 1,500
clients supported by 12 to 16 DCB and application server machines.
The IBM Point of Sale (PoS) DCB distributed application benchmark is
used to drive the workload for this evaluation. These studies focus
chiefly on the DCB topology performance, while noting the behavior of
the DCB Administrator, OS/2 Database Manager, and Network File
System {NFS) services contending/or the system resources.
he primary objective in this article is to extend our DCE performance
evaluation to a robust heterogeneous enterprise. (An overview of the
enterprise is shown in Figure 1.) As the test environment becomes larger
and more complex, the combinations of configurations become too many to
adequately evaluate in one article. We have confined these studies to some of
the performance questions that are asked most often. In the "Customer
Requirements" section, we summarize our customers' feedback from meetings
and surveys.

T

Our secondary objective in conducting these tests is to assure the behavior
and performance of DCE for OS/ 2 and DCE for AIX in a diverse environment.
We use off-the-shelf hardware
and software to assemble a
blended environment of IBM
and non-IBM solutions.

build on the performance knowledge previously gained.

Customer Requirements
Our customers' questions and needs set
the direction for our DCE enterprise performance test planning.
During the first half of 1994, we had several opportunities to meet with customers
who are, or will be, implementing applications on DCE. Using the results of the
question-and-answer sessions and surveys
from these meetings, we updated the priorities for our upcoming DCE performance evaluation.
Based on the survey results shown in
Figure 2 and on the availability of systems, the studies were updated to include:
■

System workloads greater than 1,500
clients. The surveys indicate the highest
interest is between 100 and 500
clients. Our previous report focused on

Bob Russell
IBM Corporation
Austin , Texas

Our previous articles and
reports (see "Appendix A:
Related Articles and Reports")
describe tests beginning with
low-level, single DCE client/server measurements, progressing
through a variety of small enterprise OS/ 2 and AIX topologies.
The current studies are the next
step in the progression and
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this range. In this article, we are
studying the second group, workloads
up to 2,000 clients.
■

Heterogeneous client and server environment. Some interesting clients
were added, as well as new DCE and
application servers:
- New clients: Windows, AIX/ 6000,
Sun, and Hewlett-Packard workstations. See "Appendix B: Enterprise
Clients" for more information about
the clients.
- New DCE and application servers:
Sun, Hewlett-Packard, and several
additional PS/ 2 and RISC System/
6000 systems.

Branch

Region Office

Headquarters

Figure 1. Enterprise Overview

■

A comparison of the performance of a
large single cell to the performance of
two smaller cells.

■

The performance of single and multiple
cells connected by a wide area network
(WAN). The survey feedback indicates
the greatest interest in system geographies beyond a single contiguous
location.
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System Topology and
Performance Studies
We analyzed and weighed the results of
the customer surveys against our available resources in designing the system
configuration for these studies. Our test
system is a living organism; that is, as
additional products on our "wish list"
become available, they are added to the
system at an appropriate breakpoint in
our ongoing testing.
Our performance measurement philosophy in these tests is to view the system
behavior from a high level. We do not use
high-resolution timers to obtain microsecond-level measurements. Generally, we
monitor end-user response time and
system throughput and use the following
guidelines to interpret the results:
■

Response times less than one second
are considered instantaneous.

■

Response times greater than one second may be perceived by the user as a
long time.

■

The "maximum throughput" presented
in the following discussions is the highest arrival rate applied to the system
without causing an objectionable degradation in end-user response time.

4

surrogate PoS servers (Figure 5 illustrates
the distribution of the four PoS server
remote procedure call [RPC] routines).
Each client imports a new RPC binding
from the CDS server for one of the five primary PoS servers before each customer
sale. The rpc_ns_binding_ import_ne xt
application programming interface (API)
randomly selects one of the five available
PoS primary servers, thus providing a
random and somewhat even distribution
of workload across the five primary
PoS servers.

CSPM

2000

Headquarters

Region Office

Branch

The two surrogate PoS servers are
shared by the five primary PoS servers,
allowing all clients to access a single copy
of the PoS Price and PoS Customer
databases. The five primary PoS servers
call the two surrogate servers through
nested RPC calls within the PoS primary
server application.

Figure 4. PoS Throughput in the Standard Configuration

faster RISC System/6000 or HP 9000
security server is used.
Security Registry
Increasing the size of the Security registry
had the following effects (see "Appendix
C: CDS Namespace and Security Registry
Assumptions" for a description of the registry population):
■

The disk space required for the Security
registry grows by about 1 KB per principal and account, which is about 1 MB
per 1,000 principals and accounts.

■

The memory working set for the DCE
Security server grows by about 1 KB for
each unique host currently logged into
DCE, again about 1 MB per 1,000
unique hosts.

■

The cell throughput and response time
of DCELOGIN are not measurably affected after adding the 1,000 principals
and accounts.

■

The only negative effects noted are that
both the startup time of the Security
Server Daemon (SECD), when the DCE
Security Server is restarted, and the initial startup time of each client's
Security Client Daemon (SCLIENTD) are
about two times longer.

CDS Namespace
The effects of increasing the size of the
CDS namespace are noted below. The
memory and disk requirements for CDS
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objects is somewhat higher than for security registry entities. (See "Appendix C:
CDS Namespace and Security Registry
Assumptions" for a description of the
namespace population).
■

CDS directory objects require 14.2 KB
of CDS server memory and disk space
for each object. Therefore, the 1,000
directory objects in our tests require
14.2 MB. The base Open Software
Foundation (OSF) code allocates a maximum size of 14.2 KB per object regardless of the actual space needed.
Generally, only about 11 percent of the
allocated object space is actually used.
Currently, there is no committed plan
by the OSF technology provider to
address this memory/disk concern.

■

CDS program objects each require
about 1 KB of CDS server memory and
disk space, or 160 KB for the 160 program objects in our test cell's CDS
names pace.

■

There is no measurable effect on cell
throughput or client response time.

■

The only negative effect is on the CDS
Server Daemon (CDSD) startup time,
which increases up to 10 times.

PoS Application Servers
For the discussion of PoS application
servers, refer to Figure 3, sub-topology B.
The PoS application runs in a distributed
configuration with five primary and two

In the "standard" enterprise configuration, the following hardware supports the
PoS application:
■

The PoS Price surrogate server is on a
RISC System/6000-580. The PoS Price
RPC routine is called most often-2.5
times for every customer sale. The CPU
and disk utilization of this PoS Price
server is about 15 percent when the
system throughput is 1,640 CPSM.

■

The PoS Customer surrogate server is
on a RISC System/6000-220. The CPU
and disk utilization is about 65 percent
at 1,640 CSPM. When a Model 520 is
used in this role, the CPU is about 40
percent utilized.

■

All five of the primary PoS servers are
33 MHz PS/ 2 Model 90s or 95s. At
1,640 CSPM, the CPU on all five primary servers is near 100 percent. This is
indeed the bottleneck in the "standard"
configuration. In order to achieve higher throughput, the primary PoS servers
must be upgraded to faster hardware. A
single RISC System/6000-580 primary
PoS server is fully utilized at about
1,100 CSPM, suggesting that five 580s
could support about 5,000 PoS clients.

■

It might seem reasonable to substitute a

faster machine for one or two of the
primary PoS servers. However, this will
not help, since the rpc _ns_ bi nd i ng_
i mport_ next DCE API call randomly
distributes binding handles for multiple
instances of the same application.

Hence the CPU capacity of the slower
machines will continue to constrain the
total throughput. A general rule of
thumb is: Total throughput is equal to
n times the throughput of the slowest
machine, where n is the number of
instances of the application server. In
effect, the faster machine would
respond more quickly but would be idle
much of the time while most requests
are queued in the slower machines.
Therefore, to improve the total throughput, all instances of an application
server must be upgraded to faster
machines. This "feature" of DCE currently has no work-around.
Normally, the PoS clients import a new
CDS binding handle from CDS for every
customer sale. However, if the clients
remain bound to the application server
for longer periods, the throughput will be
much higher. In the "standard" configuration, the throughput is 1,640 CSPM with
rebinding for every customer sale. If
rebinding is not done, the throughput
increases to 2,080 CSPM. When there is
not a specific need to rebind frequently,
the PoS application improves 22 percent
in total throughput.
Eliminating frequent rebinding drops utilization of the CDS server CPU from about
40 percent to near zero. The application
server's CPU utilization also drops as a
result of eliminating handshakes between
the client and application server to
negotiate the RPC authentication and reestablish the binding. The client's aggregate response time for a complete customer sale is reduced by about 0.5 seconds when rebinding is eliminated.
Therefore, higher throughput can be
achieved while maintaining acceptable
end-user response time.

LAN and 0S/2 Database
Manager Servers
For the discussion of LAN and OS/ 2
Database Manager servers, refer to
Figure 3, sub-topology C. Other enterprise
support servers include:
■

Two IBM LAN Server 3.0 domain controllers-an Advanced LAN Server and
an Entry LAN Server. These domain
controllers support sharing of benchmark programs, collection of performance data, and various network
install services. All OS/ 2 systems are
also LAN Requester 3.0 clients.

Primary PoS Server
,----~~- - - - - - - I
I
I

Customer

I

- - - - - - ! Customer

IDL

Clients

Catalog
PoS
Appl

1--

Surrogate
Server #1

-------1

PoS
IDL

I
I

Price

I

--- --- ~

History

Price
IDL

Surrogate
Server#2

Figure 5. Distributed PoS Schematic

■

OS/2 ES 1.0 Database Manager Server.
This server supports the database OLTP
benchmark clients and runs continuously to provide network loading.

■

Network File System (NFS) for OS/2
Servers. The two LAN servers are also
NFS servers. These compare the NFS 1/0
performance between OS/2, AIX/6000,
SunOS/Solaris, and HP-UX servers.

■

The Token-Ring/Ethernet Gateway
For the discussion of the Token-Ring
Ethernet Gateway, refer to Figure 3,
sub-topology D.
The Headquarters network includes an
Ethernet LAN segment to support the HP
and Sun machines. The 16 Mbps Token
Ring and 10 Mbps Ethernet are linked
by a RISC System/6000-220 acting as a
gateway router.
The Ethernet begins as a "thick wire" connection to the RISC System/6000 gateway, then to "thin wire," and finally to
"l0BASET" terminating at the Sun
Sparcserver 1000. The HP 9000 827S
server and 730 client are attached to the
thin wire, and the Sun Sparcstation LX is
attached to the thick wire.
Two simple tests evaluate the efficiency of
this particular Token-Ring-to-Ethernet LAN
gateway. It is not our mission or intent to
compare the performance of specific hardware and operating system platforms, so
we only make general observations about
this LAN segment:

The first Token-Ring-to-Ethernet gateway test measures a 4,096-byte "ping"
from a single OS/ 2 client in each LAN
segment. (The LAN segments are
Headquarters Token-Ring segment,
Headquarters Ethernet segment, Region
Token-Ring segment, and Branch TokenRing segment.) The OS/ 2 Transaction
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) ping function is used for measurement, since it reports its response
time with a timer resolution of 31 milliseconds. Each of the selected OS/ 2
workstations pings each of the 15 PS/ 2,
RISC System/6000, HP, and Sun servers.
Within each subnetwork (Headquarters,
Region, and Branch), the 4 KB ping
responds in 31 to 34 milliseconds (one
timer tick). A ping between the Region
and Branch (null modem) is about
2,580 milliseconds; between the Region
and Headquarters (4 Mbps link) is
about 62 to 64 milliseconds; and across
the Token Ring-to-Ethernet gateway
adds 10 to 30 milliseconds.

■

The second gateway test indirectly
accesses the four PoS data repositories
using the NFS mount command. For
this test, a single instance of the PoS
primary server is running.
Although applications usually employ a
relational database manager (RDBM) to
manage their data, the PoS data is
stored in plain binary files and
accessed using portable ANSI/POSIX
C language calls. We made this decision
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to maintain portability and comparability across hardware and software
platforms, because using a specific
RDBM would have precluded this. Refer
to "Appendix D: Point of Sale (PoS)
Database Descriptions" for descriptions
of the four PoS repositories.
The results of these NFS redirected 1/ 0
tests are normalized. The results of independent external performance tests are
used to establish the basis for normalizing
these servers. Accessing the PoS data via
NFS mount on a RISC System/6000 on the
Headquarters 16 Mbps Token Ring is
assigned an efficiency of 1.0 (or 100 percent). When accessing data on the HP and
Sun servers on the Ethernet, two levels of
degradation are encountered:
■

When the NFS mount is from a Token
Ring-attached PoS Primary server
through the gateway to the Ethernetattached servers, the efficiency is 0.75,
meaning a 25 percent loss in maximum
throughput.

■

When the PoS Primary server is moved
to the gateway server and the NFS
mount is done from this gateway server, communication goes directly to the
Ethernet adapter. The efficiency
improves to 0.88, or only a 12 percent
loss in maximum throughput.

Observations
We observed the following during the
gateway tests:
■

■

■

62

Sixty percent of the customers surveyed
indicate their systems extend beyond one
contiguous location. It is therefore interesting to look at some options for linking
remote locations.
■

When we compare the results of the
independent performance tests on the
RISC System/ 6000, Sun, and HP servers
to our NFS throughput results, the
inconsistencies further suggest a
network hardware bottleneck.
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Region Office (Figure 3, sub-topology

■

We did encounter a problem configuring the Windows client in the Branch
Office. The increased response time
across the null modem caused an
unidentified time-out situation that terminated the Windows 3.1 desktop.
When the Novell LAN Workplace 4.1
TCP/IP was replaced with the IBM
TCP/IP, the problem was eliminated.
The IBM TCP transport for DOS does
not perform as well as either the Novell
transport or the other two non-IBM
transports for DOS that we have tested,
and it would not normally have been
our first choice.

The DCE clients in the Region Office
are OS/ 2 2.1, OS/ 2 Warp, and Windows.
In the "standard" configuration, these
clients can exert the workload of 190
clients, or 190 CSPM. The 190 CSPM
includes the 7.5 CSPM workload of the
Branch Office. (The Branch Office is
connected to the Region Office by an
IBM LAN Distance null-modem line.)

Several tests evaluate the
impact on peiformance of
traversing the links. ..
■

Branch Office (Figure 3, sub-topology
HJ-The Branch Office represents a
remote location or "work-at-home"
user connected to the Region Office
using IBM LAN Distance and a modem.
For our tests, we installed two PS/ 2
clients (one OS/ 2 and one Windows)
on the Branch Token Ring. The maximum throughput of the Branch Office
clients is constrained by the nullmodem line speed.

■

High-Speed Link (Figure 3, sub-topology E)-A typical high-speed link might
be 1 Mbps. Since we do not have ready
access to a link of this speed, we implemented a 4 Mbps link. Two PS/ 2 8570s,
each with two Token-Ring adapters, are
installed in the local office (16 Mbps)
rings of both the Headquarters and the
Region. These two bridge machines are
connected by an isolated 4 Mbps Token
Ring attached to their second adapter.
The IBM Token-Ring Network Bridge
Program is running on the two bridge
machines.

Low-Speed Link (Figure 3, sub-topology
G)-The Branch Office (H) is connected
to the Region Office (F) using IBM LAN
Distance. The physical link is a Null
Modem set at 38,400 bps.

F)-There are two servers in the Region
Office used only for the "one vs. two
cell" testing discussed later in this article. In the "standard" configuration,
these servers are not used.

Although the line speed of the Ethernet
is 10 Mbps, the Sniffer indicates the
Ethernet remains less than 20 percent
utilized. The CPU and disk of the HP
and Sun NFS servers remain less than
30 percent utilized. This suggests the
bottleneck is the communication
adapter rather than the capacity of the
HP or Sun NFS servers.
When PoS Primary servers are switched
between the RISC System/ 6000 Models
580, 520, and 220, the efficiency ratio
is consistent. This suggests that server
congestion and arrival rate are not factors in this test.

When running the entire system at
1,640 CSPM, the Sniffer shows less than
0.8 Mbps flows across the 4 Mbps link.
The throughput exerted by the Region
Office is 190 CSPM. Therefore, if we
assume a 1 Mbps link, the 0.8 Mbps
traffic is nearly full utilization of the
link. Thus, 190 clients would be about
the maximum a single 1 Mbps link
could support.

Remote Offices and
Wide Area Networks
For the discussion of remote offices and
WANs, refer to Figure 3, sub-topologies E,
F, G, and H.

Several tests evaluate the impact on performance of traversing the links between
Headquarters and the Region Office and
between the Region and Branch Offices.
Figure 6 illustrates the portion of
response times attributable to each link
for the following tests. A normalized value
of 1.0 is assigned to each test when performed locally on the Headquarters
Token-Ring network. These measurements
are from a single OS/ 2 client in an otherwise idle system.
■

TCP/IP 4 KB Ping-Ping is probably the
closest application to the TCP/IP transport level and most subject to the line
speed of each LAN segment. Thus, it
should be expected to have the greatest
degradation across the WANs.

Between the Region office and
Headquarters (4 Mbps), the ratio is 2:1
over the local "ping" case (i.e., the
Region-to-Headquarters ping is two
times slower than the local ping). This
is fairly good, considering the 4: 1 difference between the 16 and 4 Mbps
line speeds.

Between the Branch and Region
(38,400 bps), the ratio i_s 75:1 , where
the line speeds ratio is 426:1. Between
the Branch and Headquarters (across
both WANs), the ratio is 77:1.
■

Using DCE Security "call" level authentication, the ratio is 36: 1 across the
38,400 bps link and 1.4:1 across the
4 Mbps link.
Using DCE Security "packet privacy"
(encryption) authentication level,
the ratio is 8:1 across the 38,400 bps
link and 1.1: 1 across the 4 Mbps link.
The ratio improves because the larger
portion of the total response time is
expended by the server and client
encrypting and decoding the data
packets.

PoS Customer Sale (the average data
size is 3.2 KB, with a range of 1 to
16,384 bytes)-In real life, the time
spent within the client and server
application is much longer than the
time spent actually moving data across
the network. Therefore, we should
expect the response-time ratio to
improve to a more acceptable level,
since the RPC portion of the PoS application is less than 5 percent of the
aggregate response time when run
locally in Headquarters.
The PoS ratio between the Branch and
Region on the 38,400 bps link is 9.2:1
and between the Region and
Headquarters the ratio is 1. 5: 1.

■

50x

D

Authenticated RPG 4 KB Data
Transfer-The next test uses an
application program to transfer 4 KB of
data from a client to a server in an
authenticated RPC call. This test should
be expected to perform better than the
ping test, but since the application is
still data-transfer-intensive, the degradation remains high due to the effect
of the line speeds.

■

-

lOOx

DCB Calls-Although many DCE functions and API calls make some number
of RPC calls under the covers, most of
the response time is spent in the client
DCE programs.
- DCELOGIN-The ratio across the
38,400 bps link is 1.8:1 and across
the 4 Mbps link is 1.4: 1.
- rpc_ns_binding_ import_nextThe ratio across the 38,400 bps link
is 2.3:1 and across the 4 Mbps link
is 1.5: 1.

LAN Distance Link
4 Mbps Bridge
lx =Loco!

8"' lOx
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Ping
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Figure 6. Response-Time Cost for WANs

- DCESTART-The ratio across the
38,400 bps link is 1.4:1 and across
the 4 Mbps link is 1.3:1.
End-user response time across the wide
area network is closely tied to the frequency and data size of data transfer
operations. The PoS application makes an
average of 5.5 RPC calls and seven DCE
API calls for each customer sale. The overall response-time ratios for a complete
PoS customer sale (null modem 9.2:1 and
4 Mbps link 1.5:1) are probably more representative of many interactive end-user
applications across these specific WANs.
Since the two clients in the Branch Office
are able to saturate the 38,400 bps link at
7.5 CSPM, this LAN Distance link can handle up to 7.5 clients under the best of
conditions. In reality, LAN Distance is
intended for a single client; and extrapolating from our results, a minimum
5,120 bps link would be sufficient for one
client to maintain a IO-second RPC
response time (5.5 * 10 seconds= 1
CSPM). See "Appendix E: IBM LAN Server
Client 3.0 Tuning Tips for IBM LAN
Distance" for hints on tuning the IBM LAN
Server Client.

One Versus Two DCE Cells
For this experiment, we created a
second DCE cell server and a PoS
application server in the Region Office
to handle both the Region and Branch

clients' DCE and PoS activity, while the
Headquarters cell handles only the clients
on the Headquarters network. Both cells
are running, and some amount of LAN
Server activity is the only traffic across the
4 Mbps link between Headquarters and the
Region Office. There is no DCE Global
Directory Server (GDS) for this test.
■

The throughput in Headquarters
drops from 1,640 CSPM to 1,570 CSPM
due to the reduced client horsepower.
When we start up more clients to
replace those now in the other cell,
the throughput returns to 1,640 CSPM.
Therefore, the capacity of the
Headquarters' DCE cell is neither
diminished nor improved by splitting
the Region and Branch off into a new
cell.

■

The throughput in the Region Office
remains at 190 CSPM with a PS/ 2 8595
DCE server and a RISC System/6000520 PoS server in the Region DCE cell.
Since the RISC System/6000-520 can
support about 360 PoS clients in this
configuration, the 190 CSPM is clearly a
limitation of the client's ability to exert
workload, rather than a limitation of
either the WAN or PoS servers when
configured in a single cell.

Implementing two DCE cells to eliminate
traffic across the 4 Mbps WAN improves
the aggregate throughput. However, a
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OS/2, DOS, and Windows NT Coexistence
11H:Mii

Results

Installation Sequence

1

Windows NT and OS/2

Successful

2

Windows NT, DOS, and OS/2

Successful

3

DOS, Windows NT, and OS/2

Unsuccessful

4

DOS, OS/2, and Windows NT

Unsuccessful

5

Dual Boot and Windows NT

Cumbersome

Figure 1. Installation Scenarios

If both the Boot Loader and Boot Manager
are installed, Windows NT will fail with
one of the errors shown in Figure 2.

Performance is a primary concern in
these coexistence scenarios. While the NT
File System (NTFS) and High-Performance
File System (HPFS) ensure maximum system performance, you should install your
applications on an HPFS partition.
Windows NT can access data in an HPFS
partition, but OS/ 2 cannot recognize data
on an NTFS partition.

Boot Loader V3.1
Windows NT could not start because the following file is missing or
corrupt:

Figure 3 shows the partition information
needed for installing Windows NT and
OS/ 2 in Scenario 1.

<winnt root>\system32\ntoskrnl.exe.
Please re-install a copy of the above file.
Boot failed.
--OR--

Microsoft « Windows NT (TM) Version 3.1 [32320 KB Memory]
autochk program not found - skipping AUTOCHECK
STOP: c00002la {Fatal System Error}
The Session Manager Initialization system process terminated
unexpectedly with a status of Oxc000003a . The system has been shutdown.

To install Windows NT first:
1. Begin the Windows NT installation
process.
2. Create a primary partition for
Windows NT, a logical partition for
OS/ 2, and another logical partition
for your applications.
3. Format the primary partition as FAT
or NTFS.
4. Complete the Windows NT installation.

Figure 2. Windows NT Error Messages

Depending on the installation sequence,
OS/ 2, DOS, and Windows NT can all
reside and run successfully on the
same computer system. This little solution describes the installation scenarios
shown in Figure 1 and discusses their
results.
This article does not discuss the steps
for actually installing each operating
system. For detailed installation information on each of these operating systems,
please refer to their respective installation
manuals.
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Scenario 1: Windows NT
and 0S/2

Note: After Windows NT is installed, boot
into the Windows NT environment to
ensure it functions correctly.

Installing Windows NT and then OS/ 2
does not install the Boot Loader. The Boot
Loader is an NT feature that allows you to
select an operating system for your PC to
use at startup. You do not want to install
the Boot Loader in this coexistence scenario for two important reasons:

Now install OS/ 2:

■

Boot Loader must be installed in a File
Allocation Table (FAT) partition

■

Boot Loader and OS/ 2 Boot Manager
are incompatible

3. Format the logical partitions as
HPFS (for OS/ 2) and HPFS or FAT
(for applications).

1. Begin the OS/ 2 installation process.

2. Install to a drive other than drive C: .
Use FD IS Kto create a partition for
OS/ 2, a partition for applications, and
a 1 MB Boot Manager partition.

4. Complete the OS/ 2 installation.

When you restart your system, Boot
Manager will let you select either
Windows NT or OS/ 2.

Partition Type

Drive

Size

0S/2 Boot Manager

I MB

Scenario 2: Windows NT,
DOS, and OS/2

NTFS (for Windows NT)

C: (primary)

100 MB

Because DOS cannot recognize data on an
NTFS or HPFS partition, you should install
all of your applications on a FAT partition. OS/ 2 and Windows NT can access
the FAT partition with no problem.

HPFS (for 0S/2)

D: (logical)

100 MB

HPFS (for applications)

E: (logical)

as large as possible

Figure 4 shows the partition information
needed for installing Windows NT, DOS,
and OS/ 2 in Scenario 2.

Figure 3. Partition Information for Scenario 1

Partition Type

I

•

Dnve

I

Size

Boot Manager

l MB

To install Windows NT first:

FAT (for Windows NT)

C: (primary)

I. Begin the Windows NT installation

FAT (for DOS)

C: (same as above)

HPFS (for 0S/2)

D: (logical)

100 MB

FAT (for applications)

E: (logical)

as large as possible

100 MB
50MB

process.
2. Create a primary partition for
Windows NT, a logical partition for
OS/ 2, and another logical partition for
your applications.

Figure 4. Partition Information for Scenario 2

3. Format the primary partition as FAT.
4. Complete the Windows NT installation.
Note: After Windows NT is installed, boot

into the Windows NT environment to
ensure it functions correctly.
Install DOS next:
1. Insert the first DOS installation
diskette.
2. Reboot the computer by pressing Ctrl,
Alt, and Delete simultaneously.
3. Install DOS.
Finally, install OS/ 2:
I. Begin the OS/ 2 installation process.

2. Format the first logical partition
(drive D:) as HPFS.
3. Install Boot Manager and set the startup values to boot either Windows NT,
DOS, or OS/ 2.
4. Complete the installation.
5. Format the last logical partition
(drive E:) as FAT for your applications.
When you restart your system, Boot
Manager will let you select either
Windows NT, DOS, or OS/ 2.

Remaining Scenarios
Scenarios 3, 4, and 5 are shown for
your information only. We do not
recommend that you attempt to install
your system as described in these scenarios. They will not provide you with a
successful installation.

Scenario 3: DOS, Windows NT,
and OS/2
DOS and Windows NT will coexist on a
single system. The Windows NT Boot
Loader allows you to boot either DOS or
Windows NT. As previously mentioned,
when you install OS/2 and Boot Manager,
the Boot Loader becomes corrupted and
Windows NT fails.
Scenario 4: DOS, OS/2,
and Windows NT
DOS and OS/ 2 will coexist on a single system with Boot Manager providing the
capability to select either operating system. When Windows NT is added to this
system, the Boot Loader is automatically
. installed. Because the Boot Loader is
incompatible with OS/ 2's Boot Manager,
Windows NT will fail.

Scenario 5: Dual Boot (Between OS/2
and DOS) and Windows NT
A dual boot environment is not the most
efficient method to use if you want OS/ 2,
DOS, and Windows NT to coexist on a
single system. This installation functions
normally, but it is cumbersome to switch
between the three operating systems.
If you were booted to DOS when Windows
NT was installed, you would be presented
with the Boot Loader each time you boot
to DOS. From there you can select either
DOS or Windows NT. When you are in
OS/ 2 and want to boot to Windows NT,
you must first boot to DOS and then select
Windows NT from the Boot Loader.
If you were booted in OS/ 2 and you shut
down to install Windows NT, you would
be presented with the Boot Loader each
time you boot to OS/ 2. From here, you
can select either OS/ 2 or Windows NT. If
you are in DOS and want to boot to OS/ 2
or Windows NT, you must first boot to the
Boot Loader and then select either OS/ 2
or Windows NT.
--David Kelbley and Tony White,
IBM Corporation, Roanoke, Texas
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OS/2 for SMP and Windows NT Coexistence
Boot Loader V3.l
Windows NT could not start because the following file is missing
or corrupt:
<winnt root>\system32\ntoskrnl.exe.
Please re-install a copy of the above file.
Boot failed.
--OR--

Microsoft « Windows NT (TM) Version 3.1 [32320 KB Memory]
autochk program not found - skipping AUTOCHECK
STOP: c000021a {Fatal System Error}
The Session Manager Initialization system process terminated
unexpectedly with a status of Oxc000003a. The system has been
shutdown.
Figure 1. Windows NT Error Messages

If both the Boot Loader and Boot Manager
are installed, Windows NT will fail with
one of the errors shown in Figure 1.
Performance is a primary concern in this
coexistence scenario. While the NT File
System (NTFS) and High-Performance File
System (HPFS) ensure maximum system
performance, you should install your
applications on an HPFS partition.
Windows NT can access data on an HPFS
partition, but 0S/ 2 cannot recognize data
on an NTFS partition.
Figure 2 shows the partition information
needed for installing Windows NT and
OS/ 2 for SMP.
Install Windows NT first:
1. Begin the Windows NT installation.

Partition Type

Drive

Size

Boot Manager

1 MB

NTFS (for Windows NT)

C: (primary)

100 MB

HPFS (for 0S/2 for SMP)

D: (logical)

100 MB

HPFS (for applications)

E: (logical)

as large as possible

Figure 2. Partition Information

This little solution describes how to
install 0S/ 2 for Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) and Microsoft Windows NT on a
single, multiprocessor computer system.
There will often be a need to run OS/ 2
for SMP and Windows NT from a single
computer system, particularly in laboratory environments involved in application
compatibility testing. The procedure for
installing both operating systems on a
single system is not obvious. This little
solution provides you with an installation
scenario that will ensure both operating
systems function properly.
When installing these two operating systems on a single computer, install
Windows NT first and then OS/ 2 for SMP
and Boot Manager. Boot Manager allows
you to select either Windows NT or OS/ 2
for SMP each time you boot your system.
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2. Create a primary partition for
Windows NT, a logical partition for
OS/ 2 for SMP, and another logical partition for your applications (which will
be installed later).
3. Format the primary partition as NTFS.
4. Complete the Windows NT installation.

Note: After Windows NT is installed on
These guidelines are not meant to replace
the OS/ 2 for SMP or Windows NT installation manuals. For detailed information on
installing these operating systems, please
refer to the manuals for each operating
system environment.

lnsta llation Process
Installing Windows NT first and then
OS/ 2 for SMP will bypass installing the
Boot Loader. The Boot Loader is an NT
feature that allows you to select an operating system for your PC to use at startup.
You do not want to install the Boot
Loader in this coexistence scenario for
two important reasons:
■

Boot Loader must be installed in a File
Allocation Table (FAT) partition

■

Boot Loader and OS/ 2 Boot Manager
are incompatible

Drive C: , boot into the Windows NT environment to ensure it functions correctly.
Install OS/ 2 for SMP next:
1. Begin the OS/ 2 for SMP installation.

2. Install to a drive other than drive C: .
Use FD Is Kto define a partition for
OS/ 2 for SMP, a partition for applications, and a 1 MB Boot Manager partition. Set the startup values to boot
either Windows NT or OS/ 2 for SMP.
3. Format the logical partitions as HPFS.
4. Complete the installation.
When you restart your system, Boot
Manager will let you select either
Windows NT or 0S/ 2 for SMP.

--David Kelbley and Tony White,
IBM Corporation, Roanoke, Texas

Corrective Service Information
Figure 1 shows maintenance release
levels for the listed products. This
information is effective as of November 18,
1994. CSDs may have been updated since
press time.

IBM Developer's Toolkit for OS/ 2 2.0
ServicePak (XR06110) on diskettes or CDROM, call (800) 494-3044. Most OS/ 2 service packages are also available electronically from the following sources:

To order all service packages-except for
the OS/ 2 2.0, OS/ 2 2.1, OS/ 2 2.1 for
Windows, and OS/ 2 2.0 Toolkit
ServicePaks-call IBM Software Solution
Services at (800) 992-4777. For the OS/ 2
2.0 ServicePak (XR06100), OS/ 2 2.1
ServicePak (XR06200), OS/ 2 2.1 for
Windows ServicePak (XR06300), or the

■

Product/Component

OS/2 Standard Edition

OS/ 2 Bulletin Board Service (BBS):

Once connected, select Option 2.
(Corrective services are also listed
under the General category on the
IBMLink BBS.) To subscribe to the
OS/ 2 BBS, call (800) 547-1283.
■

IBM Personal Computer Company
(PCC) BBS: Call (919) 517-0001.

•111111111

Service packages are located in
Directory 4.
■

CompuServe: Download service

packages from the IBM OS2 FORUM
library (GO IBMSERV).
■

Internet: Do an anonymous FTP
from software.watson.ibm.com. Most
packages are located in the \PUB\0S2
directory. TCP/IP packages are located in
the \PUB\ TCPIP\0S2 directory.

-Arnie Johnson, IBM Corporation,
Austin, Texas

Comments

1.3

XR05150

XR05150

2-10-93

OS/2 Extended Edition

1.3

WR05200

WR05200

5-12-93

OS/2
OS/2 2. IO ServicePak

2.0
2.1

XR06IOO
XR06200

XR06100
XR06200

9-1-93
3-1-94

OS/2 2.11 for Windows ServicePak

2.11

XR06300

XR06300

5-24-94

OS/2 Toolkit

2.0

XR06110

XR06110

9-1-93

OS/2 LAN Server/Requester ServicePak

1.3
2.0

XR05053
IP06030

XR05053
IP06030

3-23-92
4-25-93

OS/2 LAN Server/Requester ServicePak

3.0

IP07045

IP07045

4-28-94

Includes IP07001, IP07003 (DLR), and
107005. This package has a co-requisite for
WR07045 NTS/ 2 ServicePak, which ships
with it. If you already have a refresh level
of 3.00.1, you don't need this package.

OS/2 Extended Services
Database Manager ServicePak

1.0

WR06035

WR06035

11-18-93

Supersedes WR06001 , WR06002, WR06003,
WR06004, WR06014, and WR06015.

Database Manager DB2/2

1.0

WR07015

WR07015

1-19-94

Supersedes WR07010 and WR07012.
Download from one of the BBSs.

DDCS/2

2.0

WR07016

WR07016

1-19-94

DBM DB2/2 Query Manager SelectPak

1.00

WR07022

WR07027

7-6-94

DBM DB2/2 VI PC DOS REQ SelectPak

1.00

WR07023

WR07023

5-6-94

DBM DDCS/2 V2 SelectPak

1.00

WR07024

WR07024

5-6-94

DBM DB2/2 VI and DBAT SelectPak

1.00

WR07025

WR07026

7-6-94

Extended Services Comm Mgr ServicePak

1.0

WR06025

WR06025

11-29-93

System Perfonnance Monitor (SPM/2)
ServicePak

2.0

WR06075

WR06075

12/10/93

LAN Distance ServicePak

1.1

lP07050

IP07050

10/18/94

WR05200 replaces WR05050, which can no
longer be ordered on diskette.
XR06100 replaces XR06055.
This package is not for OS/2 2.1 for Windows.

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels (continued on next page)
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Product/Component

.....
4-27-94

2.00

WR07045

WR07045

2.20.2

WR07045

WR07045

Communications Manager/2
Version 1.01 ServicePak

1.01

WR06050

WR06050

6-11-93

CM/2 Version 1.11 ServirePak

1.11

WRo6150

WR06150

5-31-94

4.0, 4.01

UR35284

UR35284

9-26-91

5.0

UR37387

UR37387

9-22-92

1.0

CS00050

XR06150

6-29-93

C Set C++ Compiler

2.0/ 2.01

CTC0002

XR06102

12-15-93

C Set C++ Compiler

2.0/ 2.01

CTC00lO

XR06190

9-15-94

C Set C++ Utilities

2.01

CTM0006

XR06196

9-15-94

CSet C++ Utilities

2.00

CI10007

XR06197

9-15-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Base and Application Kit

2.0

UN64092

UN64092

8-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 DOS Box Kit

2.0

UN57546

UN57546

8-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Extended Networking

2.0

UN60005

UN60005

6-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit

2.0

UN57887

UN57887

6-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Domain Name Server

2.0

UN60004

UN60004

8-24-94

2.0

UN57064

UN57064

6-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 X-Windows Server

2.0

UN60006

UN60006

8-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 X-Windows Client

2.0

UN59347

UN59347

8-24-94

OS/2 Network Transport Services/2
SelectPak

DOS

C Set/2 Compiler

TCP

for OS/2 Network File System

Comments

Available only on diskette.

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels

TRADEMARKS
Perso11a/ Systems has made every effort LO supply

accurate trademark informalion about company
names, products, and services mentioned in this
magazine. Trademarks not known that may have
been inadvertently used in this magazine are the
property of their respective owners.
AllC, AS/400, BookManager, Conununications
Manager, C Set++, CICS, DATABASE 2, DB2/ 2,
DBZ/6000, FFST, FFST/ 2, First Failure Support
Technology, IBM, IBMLink, LAN Distance, Micro
Channel, Multimedia Presentalion Manager/ 2,
MMPM/ 2, NetView, Person to Person, OS/ 2, PowerPC,
Presentation Manager, PS/ 1, PS/ 2, P2P, RISC
System/6000, ServicePak, ThinkPad, Ultimedia,
ValuePoim, VisuaJAge, WIN-OS/ 2, Workplace Shell,
3090; international Business Machines Corporation
Advantis; Advantis
ALR, ProVEISA SMP; Advance Logic Research, Inc.
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AmiPro, Lotus, Lotus Notes; Lotus Development
Corporation
ANSI; American National Standards Institute
Apple, Newton, Open Doc, Macintosh; Apple Computer
Inc.
AST, AST Manhattan; AST Research, Inc.
C ++; AT&T Corporation
Compaq, Concerto, NetFlex, Proliant; Compaq
Computer Corporation
CompuServe; CompuServe Incorporated
dBASE, dBASE Ill+, Paradox; Borland international
Dell; Dell Corporation
FaxWorks; SofNet, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard, NetServer, HP, HP-UX; HewlettPackard Company
lntel, lndeo, Pentium, 80386, 80486, 486SX, 486SLC;
Intel Corporation
Internet; Internet Inc.
LANQuest; LANQuest Labs
Lexmark; Lexmark International

NetWare, Novell, NetWare Directory Services, NDS,
CNE, NetWare Loadable Module, NLM;
Novell, Inc.
ObjectPM; Raleigh Systems, Inc.
Open Software Foundation; Open Software
Foundation, Inc.
PCMCIA; Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association
Pegasus Resource Monitor; C.O.L. Systems, Inc.
Sun, SunOS, Solaris, Sparcserver, Sparcstation; Sun
Microsystems Inc.
Toshiba T4500, Toshiba Corporation
Tricord, PowerFrame; Tricord Systems, Inc.
Windows, NT, Microsoft, MS-DOS, Windows for
Workgroups; Microsoft Corporation
Wyse; Wyse Technology, lnc.
UNl.lC; X/Open Company Limited
Xircom; Xircom Corporation
X-Windows; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
3Com; 3Com Corporation
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Implementation

September/October 1994
"Sneaker Net" or Systems Management?
Like Father, Like Son
The Book Shelf
Cajun Electric Cooks Up OS/ 2 GUI with VisPro/REXX!
Application Development by Program Integration
IBM REXX for NetWare
GammaTech REXX SuperSet/ 2-Give Your REXX Programs the
Power of C
BranchCard: A Viable Option to Stand-Alone Hubs
A Hands-On Primer for REXX
Visual REXX Development Environments
CID Installation of OS/ 2 2.11 and LAPS
Upgrading from Microsoft LAN Manager to
IBM LAN Server 3.0
Stretching Your LAN with LAN Distance
DB2/ 2-More Than Ever Before!
NetBIOS, SNA, and NetWare IPX Coexistence Under OS/ 2

July/August 1994
IBM's Personal Systems Support Family-Customer-Influenced
Design
OS/ 2 Times and Scores the 1994 Indianapolis 500
Software Compatibility: Good Relationship or One Night
Stand?
Migrating Windows Applications to OS/ 2: Easing the
Migration Path
OS/ 2 Conference Draws Praise
DCE: An Application Primer
Distributed Performance Characteristics of IBM DCE for OS/ 2
Architecture Soup: Understanding Modern IBM PC
Architecture
TSHELL: A Text-Based Alternate Shell for OS/ 2
Extended Attributes for Files
Developing Lotus Notes Applications
Conserving Power with Personal System Power Management

Superstor/DS Data Compression in PC DOS 6.x
LAN NetView Object Registration Services

May/June 1994
"Wrightsizing" at USAir
Getting the Word Out at Chemical Banking Corporation
Back Up for the Future
Lost in Cyberspace
The Book Shelf
Threads
Redirected Installation of OS/ 2 2.x
LAN Server Ultimedia 1.0 Performance and Tuning

March/April 1994
If I Only Had a Brain
Speech Recognition Products Untie Your Hands
Telecommuting in the '90s
Point of View: Not Just Another Database Article
Professional Certification Program from IBM
Celebrate the Past on Your Trip Back to the Future!
OS/ 2 2.1 Performance Tuning Tips-Part II
PC File Systems
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2: Features and Installation
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2, V2.01: Features and Installation
What's New in Novell NetWare 3.12?
LAN Analysis Using IBM's DatagLANce Network Analyzer
NetWare Questions and Answers

January/February 1994
Plan, Plan, Plan Your NetWare 4.01 Network
LAD/ 2 in the LCU and NetView DM/ 2 Environments
Easy Setup of CID Code Servers
Managing Token-Ring Bridges with IBM's LAN Network
Manager
IBM DCE for OS/ 2 Multiuser Application Performance
Performance of Key Functions in DCE for OS/ 2
VisualAge: Its Features and Virtues

November/December 1993
IBM PC-DOS 6.1: More Features than MS-DOS 6.0
SystemView Information Warehouse DataHub
Developing DataHub Tools
Using MMPM/ 2 to Create Multimedia Applications
Advanced Client/Server Computing Using the IBM ThinkPad
Communications Manager/ 2: A New Look
Overview of IBM NetWare 4.01
OS/ 2 2.1 Performance Tuning Tips

September/October 1993
IBM PSP's LAN Systems Solutions
An Introduction to PCMCIA
PCMCIA Software: The Key to Compatibility
OS/ 2 Support for PCMCIA Memory Cards
Improving Remote Initial Program Load Performance
Installing and Configuring CM/ 2 1.0
Writing CID-Enabled Applications
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Integrating LAD/ 2, CM/ 2, and DB2/ 2 with IBM
LAN NetView Start
DB2/ 2-DB2 Comes to the Desktop

July/August 1993
OS/ 2 2.1-Everything You Wanted It to Be and More
Using REXX to Customize the Workplace Shell-Part II
Client/Server Application Development with OS/ 2 and
CICS/ ESA
Upgrading to OS/ 2 LAN Server 3.0-Advanced
Developing OS/ 2 LAN Server Services
PCMCIA PC Cards Provide Expandability and
Network Interfacing
Using the IBM ThinkPad with OS/ 2 and CM/ 2

April 1993
XGA-2: Improving on a Good Thing
IBM Personal Software Products: Product Line Update
Using REXX to Customize the Workplace Shell
OS/2 Distributed Systems Management with LAN NetView
Priming and Querying Your Start Network
Multimedia Applications on IBM Token-Ring LANs
OS/ 2 2.0 Print Tips
Testing OS/ 2 PM Applications
Accessing a Remote AS/400 Using OS/2 Extended Services
Virus Information and Protection
Migrating from APPC/PC to Networking Services/DOS
OS/2 2.0 Resources
OS/2 32-Bit Application Migration Workshops
IBM OS/ 2 Products Available on CD-ROM
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January 1993
PS/ 2 Desktop Security
IBM 486SLC2: System Performance Implications
Micro Channel Developers Association
Trackpoint II: The In-Keyboard Pointing Device
Why OS/ 2 2.0?
OS/ 2 Distributed Systems Management
CID: Remote OS/ 2 Configuration, Installation, and
Distribution of PC Software
Start/ 2: Putting the Configuration into CID
LAN Server 3.0: New Thresholds in High-Performance
Network Software
The Future of IBM LAN Network Management
Understanding and Using the Workplace Shell
Distributed Processing: A Case Study
Parallel Port Protocols
Developing OS/ 2 PM Applications with Micro Focus COBOL
OS/ 2: How About Notebooks?
Loadable ABIOS

October 1992
Exploring File Server Performance
PS/ 2 3.5-lnch Rewritable Optical Drive
Programming the XGA Video POS Registers
Video Monitoring on Personal Computers
Memory Address Space
OS/2 2.0 Installation and Performance Considerations
OS/ 2 2.0 Application Support
Cleaner Installation of Applications Under OS/ 2
Creating Resizable Pushbuttons
Configuring Parallel Ports for OS/2
Performance Characteristics of ES 1.0 Database Manager
AlertVIEW
Screen Reader/2
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LAN "Intensive Care Utilities"
For IBM LAN Server 3.0/4.0
INCLUDES INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH TOOLS TO:
■

Eliminate flying blind or worrying about
corrupted domains
Export your entire domain or just a part into simple and easy
to read text files. These text files can then be imported in part
or as a whole.

■

Fix your domain using artificial
intelligence techniques
Our LAN analyzer goes through your NET.ACC and DCDB files
looking for corruption and inconsistencies. Using a rule base,
the utility can correct most of the problems encountered. All
problems are logged.

■

Put into place a corporate wide security
policy on LAN Server
Our LAN analyzer will check each and every account against
a rule-based profile and alert you to accounts that contain
access and application assignments beyond their privilege and
memberships. Accounts that are missing assignments are also
flagged. Extra or missing assignments can be corrected on-line
immediately. Check hundreds of users in a matter of minutes.

■

Balance your loading
Reports are produced providing cross reference of alias usages
as well as permissions by user and group for better control of
your LAN.

■

Build and update your LAN FAST!
Rapid add/delete/update of users, groups, aliases, and applications using simple ASCII text files . Templates allow you to
define prototype resources or users. Templates allow you to type
in only those fields that are unique for users and resources.

ORDER TODAY! And receive your copy of LAN
Intensive Care Utilities electronically in minutes.

s97O00

!~~L~~z1~fG
SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS

ei -=----

Use your American Express, VISA, MasterCard or Discover Card.

Free demo disk available or download the demo
from our BBS, CompuServe or IBMLink.

Lieberman and Associates
Design and Engineering Group
221 N. Robertson Blvd. / Suite C / Beverly Hills, CA 902ll

800-829-6263
Phone: (31 0) 550-857 5
IBMMail: USMVHLVH
FAX: (3 I 0) 550-1152
CompuServe: 76426,363
BBS : (3 10) 550-5980
OS2BBS 1: LANUTIL
Internet: 76426.363@compuserve.com
Please circle #7 on reader service card.
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